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Words a^e the eompanions^ of :thouglat2 and. as eompan^
ions go hand-in-hand so does the force of the spoken word
complement the power of speeeho

Unlike labels expressing

an unquestioned fact* a generalIged theory 9 or an accepted
truths the spoken word possesses a magnetism capable of
swaying the most determined mind to a desired point of vieWo^'
^s a sculptor's hands manipulate the implements of
■.his arts so do creative minds possess the ability to mold

: '

and shape words in the development and expression of thoughtso
George Mo Glasgow cited the R t 0 Hon© Winston Ghurchill as a
good example of such a creative mindo

He spoke of Ghurchill

as a dominant influence in his country primarily, through his
ability to interpret the needs and attitudes of his people»
and through his power to persuade them to follow his purpose
and course of action in the leadership of /iieir nation*
Ohurchill's leadership is iepitomiied by Mr o;Glasgow 's remarkf .
11The power of leadership which once rested in the sword now

-—
■
.
'-z ■ ' : ■
.■
’ ... ' ’ .
■ i
rests largely in the control of peoples' minds by words
Ho other statesman has ever lead his people through
long years of bitter struggle against an enemy with only a

/;

i

■ : ■
\ . ■
•.
'
■■
'
■
George.Mo Glasgowg Dynamic Public Speaking (Hew
York* Harper and Brotherss Publishers s 1950 )»■ p ° ~3®
■

■:

' . . -

, ■ .

promise of the words ’’bloody tears 9 toil and sweat»w

When

the persuasive power of- the spoken word of one man ean direct
and, control the will of an entire ’
'nation,- then it is worth™

-

while to investigate the ehoiee 'of. words utilized by. so.oh a ;
.''leader-;'to;-'perfpmv'.thih;:iEterchleah; fe-ato ■ ■; '
'1

',' . ,

-" "

:/

-

.,

-:

'

.-h,

The Rto Hono Winston Churchill is recognized not only
as am outstanding statesman^ but as one of the world's most

; .

eloquent speakers and as a master of the written'wordo
Ghurchill's writing is highly poeticj, and in beautifully written
:prose 'the poetic 'devices that •;eoh tribute most to the content'
of the' material are metaphor and simile 0

These two figures

of speech magnify the suggestive power of words to such an

■.

extent that a listener will automatically search his own ■
and associate himself with the metaphorical.

,,

.on being statsdo ; i,isoP ..metaphor and simile are the
'least mechanical .of f igur.®s o f .sp#eehg.
.which .result .in: a

,'

;,

freedom of thought and idea'..which, appeals 'to-, the listener 0s ■ : '''
imagination and acts as a stimulus in his response to an
effective speakero

Therefore g this study is dedicated to an

investigation of Wins ton" Churchill 8;s wartime speeches for his .,
use of met aph or and. simile 0

This study is limited to consider a™

hi on of speeches 'given during the ye ars:.194-0 0194-2 »' and includes g

, ' ■
2 .. ..
' .' '
' .■ .
'
Winston Ghurehills The War Speedies of- the. Eto H o n 0.
Wins ton g o Ghurchillj,- comp «• Charles Eade (Cambridge a Houghton
Mifflin Companys The Riverside Press s 1953) a lls 4-120
;

vii

public appearances as. well as speeches delivered before
Parliament for the same W o ^ year period® :Ho endeavor is made
in this study to give a detailed biography of Wins ton GhurehilXc,
. In- a discussion of the methods by, whieh. various critics y
have written on the subject of metaphors Christine Brooke=Ros®
' aaid's'' “They /methods? can be dlvided 9 broadly ^ into two main
groupsg the phlldsophieal approacha which concerns itself
.with ldea=>eQnfent s and the- linguistic approacho o o .

• fh®;-

discussion of metaphor in-this thesis will be eonflend to the

.

philosophical appro aehs or 83idea=e ontent!! of Chur chi ll 9s
metaphors^ and will in no way probe the linguistic arrange^
m e n t .of them-* ;
•

: 1

.-

i

;,>:V ,/v;

'-f-

:, :■ y M g m o D

j-/ ;//:. ;.''

'-

Investigation begins with c onsideration of definitions
for the terms metaphor and simile which have been obtained
' from three main sources/;; (1 ) classical literary authors^

./I

Aristotle 8 01eero and Quintilian I (2) interpretation textsa
and

(3 ) public

address textso

-

Ohapter II expands the'search for definition of
metaphor and simile'-with an appraisal 0f\ the results,' derived

•"

from Investigating #ie definitions glveif in 1 ela-S'Sical’works s
;interpretation books and public address textso

The Intention

of this appraisal is to establish criteria f or the use of ;

■ 3 '
■
.
. .
■
'
Christine Brooke -I os e 0 £ G-rammar of Metaphor
Ciondons Secken and Warburgs ! $ $ & } » ' p<> 3®, .
' ' 11
vlii

.

■

metaphor and simile whereby Ghupchill 8s employment of them ,
can be evaluated,,

Chapter II then enlarges this study further .

by applying these criteria to Churchill»s use of metaphor and
simile in his wartime speeches® .

:

IDIscussion. of these speeches is limited to the years
19 iL0 -19 ii2 and includes public appearances as well as his

speeches before Parliamentc

Two volumes of his work, contain

ing- eighty speechess and twenty-five volumes of Parliamentary
Debates were searched for metaphors and similes®

Effort is

made in this chapter to determine if Churchill<s use of
metaphor and simile conforms to a structural pattern of his
own inventions ors if his use of these terms is in agreement
with the established criteriae
Chapter III concerns the ^idea-content^ in Churchill8s
metaphors and simileSo

This chapter will first, attempt to

reveal and classify various types of imagery, such ass how
many times did he refer to animals, weapons, or Biblical
phrases, and second, to reveal repetition of a word or phrase®
By analyzing the various types of imagery and the repetition
of a word or phrase, it is hoped this study will discover
recurrent themes underlying Churchill 8s use of metaphor and
simile®,

w ;

:-:

Chapter I? discusses the. structural patterning of
Churchill8s metaphors and similes within his speeches, rather
than the "idea-content^ of wordss

The approach used in tiais

chapter to.examine the appearance of this structural patterning
is threefoldg

(1 ) the number of metaphors and similes used.

that- is g .fiiij tiotiGeahle difference in tiae times the se express■=
Ions;appear depending upbh the oeeasion of the speech; C2 |. th©
positionihg.of the metaphors, and similes .within the body '©f
the speeehl a h d O ) ; the audience adaptation,, that iss any
noticeable attempt.to relate: the wording of his'metaphors' and .
'similes to'members o f :his hudienceso

■

Scrutiny ©f Churchill8s speeches for the location
metaphor and simile within the speech itself to discover

of
;v -:

whether they are found in the exordium 9 the body9 or the
peroration of the speech a will tell the •reader Of this thesis,
i f .Ghurchill followed a stractual pattern, of placing .metaphors
. and'similes within his speeches*

'

■•

Finally^ Chapter V summarizes the, meaning of9 and the extent o f s 'Ghurchill’s use of metaphor and simile and draws
the eonelusions resultiBg from this study 6.. .
As man can never truly disregard the universality of
the spoken word 9 and as the purpose of this study is an
investigation of Ifihston Churchill’s use of metaphor and simile,
primary attention is given to determining 68the how 9 !t nthe
whats.w and “the why 18 that motivated- him in. the use of .’these
..'two figures of speech*

.

: .It was the'persuasive power of Churchill’s spoken .
word that established him as the morale-building' giant of
England’s war years 0
expressed its

A,s Bryant and Wallace have so aptly

sIEhe response ^to a spee6h7'.- cohsists in what

the audience thinks and does in the minutes 9 hourss and days

after the speech is over*

A speech leaves its mark oa thought

and behavior even if as a speech it may be lost in memory,,R

k

■ ..v;

:

Donald do Bryant and Earl E® Wallace* Oral.
Communication (lew Yorkg Do Apaletbn»Century Company 0 Inc 0
mSTTpTIHr

xi

C?14P P H I
; :

:: ;

;METAPHOR A I D 'SIMILE

■
'

. ■' v:: : ■; '.

:

The purpose of this chapter Is t© Investigate d@=
£ ini 11ons given for the terms metaphor and simile»• These

definitions have "been ©btained from, three primary souroesg .
elaSsieal literary a u t h o r i n t e r p r e t a t i o n texts9;"and.public
address textSo

The classical literary works examined are g.

The Bhetorie of Aristotle .vsnd-^tiNs; Poet las'"of ■-Ahl S-totIe'g ■

'
-:

'/

Gi©ero9s De Qratore and ,Rhet'or ioa A d .Her®nnlura,0 andg. f i n a l l y ,
Quintilian8s The Ins.tituti© Oratorla&

A wide variety of

interpretation and publie address texts provide the remainder
of the souree material perused for definitions of metaphor
and simile@ ... v
■ : .'.r

^ /h r.'

^

: 1 "'

It should be. made .clear that the examination of

.1
. :.

definitions established by these references is not undertaken
with the intent of evaluating the merit of each definition^
rather 9 these definitions are examined both for similarity and
dissimilarity with the intention of exploring the depths of ;
these recorded definitions instead of accepting the surface

..

meaning of any one of them as a workable orl teria in devaluating,
Ghurehill 8s use. of me taphor arid simile

, . - .;.- : ::'r ^ ^

-r
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o. otMe greaise.g't filing by far is to h a w a eopnand :'

'of metaphore '0.c » it is the marie of ■genimss,for to make good

■

metaphors ■imp 11 es an, eye f or resemblane©s o**.■■'- To 4ristotleP
a ■.eommand of metaphor was- the aemi'th of oral:expressionp ■and
from this brief qaotation -it Is readily seen shat'tremendous
valmes this Greek .philosopher' plaedd up on ■the ir use e

-

In

'■'■...'■hia Poeties 9 Aristotle defined metaphor as3 ;t?& o oth®

.■
-

. applloation of an alien name.by transference’either from
: genus to speciess or from species to genuss or from species
'
.
,
; ..
■
'
2
■
' to spe'eies;S or by analogya that' is j, proportion#^
.•
■' '

■:':•Closer observation of this definition mill reveal;

. that in: essenee Aristotle devised a species-=genns ■elassif ica=tion of metaphoro ; To ■carry this observation furthers if the
;.eohcept'genus is considered to be the general meaning, of a
m'ordg- both of these terms earn he summed up as meaning, either '
: a general idea that can be. applied to a particular things or
avparticular idea that can be applied to a general thing*.'
. ■... ....
.■ , ■. -3
■
. . ■’
■
■'
■■ ' : ”The re lies my .ship* is the example .Aristotle gave
©f a genus'' to species’metaphoro' - The genus lies is a general

:V t / I-"'
i ■ ’
’ ; :V: : '
.
Poetics of Aristotle 3 ed 0 and trans 0 So He Butchers
%.th edo: (Londons Maelillan and Company s Ltd 0s 1929 Is p« Bf o ’
■
:

2

'3
v/'

: .
V:- v ^ : : ■' ■
Poetics of Aristotleg p e 79o
;
V ■:
v v
/ '. ' ■ : ■
’O
Poetics of ■;AristotleV pe 79*
pr /

1 :'' '/f:/ .

■

. ;' .

;

. :

3

meaning of the word lie» ,.•and the speei©s 9 or a partiemlar
meaning of liesp is lying| thusfl there is a transference from
a general term, lies 9 to. a particular terms lying@

Aristotle6s

example of a species to genus classifieation is as followsg
**Verily ten thousand noble deeds hath- Odysseus wroughto 1

Here

the particular of ten thousand is considered as a species of
a large numberp and in this instance is generally used for a.
large number 0

He gave two examples of his species to species

“With blade of bronze,' drew away the life”
. ij.
and “Cleft the water with the vessel of unyielding bronze c n
classif icationg

In these illustrationss tto draw, away” and “to cleave” are
both considered as a particular thingp dr species of the
general concept p or genus, of “taking .aWay a”
Aristotle went into considerable detail in regard to
his analogy -or propdrtion classifications
'

When the second term is to.the first as -the
f durth .to the third-* ,We may then use the fourth
for the seconds or "ffie second for the fourth*
Sometimes too we qualify the metaphor by adding
the term to which the proper word is relative*
Thus the cup is to Dionysus as the shield to
Areso The cup may 9 therefores be called fthe
shield of Dionysus , 8 and the shield 8the cup of
Ares * 9 Dr? again, as old age is to life, so is
evening to day* Evening ma y ,iheref ore be called
8.the' old. age of the -day 8 8 and .old age, «the
' evening, of life8* * * *
$
•

Poetics of Aristotle, p* 79°
5

. .
poetics of 4 Fi3totlen p 0 79°

In smbs tan.ee then^ Aris to tie 6s analogy or proportion
elassifieation is the substitution of a word for a definite
word.meaning the same thing 0

If the see end term or word

has the same relationship to the first wordp and this .rela^ ■,
'.tionship is the same; as the fourth' word8s relatidnship to

‘v ‘

the thirdg then it follows that the second word could be
substituted for the fourth£ as long as.a relationship exists
between the second ahd f ourth wordsg 'the substitution of a
term with a def inite word meaning •the same thing is 'possible.
9:
:

' Agains in the example given by hhis to tie lilus tratlmg

the qualification of a metaphors'substitution of a word
which has a relationship to the proper word shield is life 0
In dreek mythologys Dionysus was the god of vegetation and
wine and Ares the god of w&rg th;erefore.9 •the shield t# Ares
;would pro tec t.and 'give.- cqn tinuatlon •'®f life s a n d ;the'; relatl bn
ship to the;cup of Dionysus would be that of giving wine as
a substance of life®

Thus, .credence is given to Aristotle5s

'-previbusly quoted statement §

89The cup may p therefore ? be

called fthe shield of .Dionysus^ 9 and the shield 8the cup of .

An interesting’deviation arises In AristotleSs dis
cussion of the use of metaphor when comparing his Poetics
to his Rhetoric®

In The Rhetoric of Aristotle he merely

states that metaphors- have been classif ied into four kinds
and limediately .r

readers' to 'the.; Poetics®

losevers ^

the only classification appearing in his Poetics that he

•

continues t© discuss in his Rhetoric is that, of the pro -3
portional metaphor^ stating wof these /the four kinds/ the
best liked are the propbrtional0^

One of .the many

tratlbns; devoted vtO'explainlhg .this class if 1 ca ti on
taken" from Pericles ® Funeral Oratl 6n@

illus=
w

a

s

' '

In this example

Aristotle referred -’to Pericles 8 speaking of all the brave
young men who had disappeared from their city after being
■- killed in a terrible battle § ■ Fas if the spring were taken
- out of the..yearo'l

In interpreting this statement made by

: Pericless it is observed that the growing years of youth
in fulfilling the promise of maturity and manhood is compared
; to the regeneration of plants and animals, as-they 'start
" growing in the spring o f y e a r e - :

... .

To extract; suddenly the

'

sprihg of any year from the" regularly accepted four seasons
would indeed be comparable to the killing of young

things— as

the youth of &reee©««who were killed upon the battlefieldo
^

:

In Gicero9s treatment of the use of metaphorical
expression 9 it seems quite natural that one of Rome’s greatest
orators and statesmen saidi

'

; -'XX'/X,

& Clthere is no mode of speech

XXX. - ,

,;X ,XX'-/': ■ .,X', .X-'f"

7,

v.'-.vmore-.:;©ff©o'tive© :© 0and none that adds more brilliance 0 .* 1. 0n

■
6 x'
' ' x x . X''■ - ■ ■ , - '. '
. y . ;
;
'■ • The Rhetoric of Aristotle^ trans = Lane .Cooper ,
.f.iew, Yorks Applet on “dentury “dr©fts 9 Ine.6 S 1932) t P 0 208©
''.'I'-l..Oloeroa. De 0ratore fl trans 0 Ho Hackham (hondohr William Heine®arm htd©P 19^2) s Po 131« ;.

X"

6
Before he defined the term metaphor Oicero explained
how its use came into being With an analogy§

'

■ For, just as clothes were first Invented
us against .cold and 1afterwards began'to, be
the sake of adornment and dignity as wellp
■metaphorieal employment of words was •begun
of poverty but was brought into common use
sake of emtertaimmemto
8

to protect
used for
so the
because
for the
\- ■

He illustrated this analogy by stating further that even
country people spoke of joyful harvests or jewelled vine s §; I

J

, The explanation is that when some thing that ©am'
scarcely be conveyed by the proper tera is expressed
metaphorlcallyg w a n i n g we desire to convey is made
clear by the resemblance of the thing that We have
expressed by the word that does not belong<, Con
sequently the metaphors in which you take what you
have not got from somewhere else are: a, sort, of
;,
borrowings'
o:
\
' :R: • .' .
'
f
The eoamon'use of, words'by the farm people for the ■

sake of entertainment was displayed in the vivid expressions
they usedp or borrowedj, to depict the beauty in. growing
things that surrounded them in their daily lives 0

, '

Cicero"s approach:''Ih definihg metaphor is bulte
different from that propounded by Ari stotle 0

His. manner of

writing is simple and more direct as he defines n e t abhor I
o o ofrom thiso «■ ^expression /metaphor/ comes
■a development .not consisting in tne1'-metaphoriealV •
use of a single word but ■in a chain of -words linked
.together p .so that some thing: other than what is said
has to be understood/ o » «Some thing resembling the

8

'

:

■■■

:

'

:

■ CicepOg De Oratorep p 0 122@
CicerOp:De Orator© 0 p 0 123»

:

, real thing 'Is-.takens and the words that properly
. ■' y belpmg t© i t ,a®e .tiaenc, as I ^ i b e r o j said, applied
aBtaphorieall^^t©'; the ©ther. ihing®”"”
,..
fo help olar’ifj his definition ©f metaphor that something
other than what is said has to be undepstoodp he quoted
a small verse from an unknown author g

wHelther will I

endure .that I make :shipwreekg/hike;the A eh a® an fleet in
:: r '
''' '
::
:. y v y - . v i r ;
days gone by 9/i, second time upon die self=same roeke??

%
:

He implies that the thought to be understood from this
passage is that of am individual speaking the line ss stating
that he does not intend to twice make a mistake; in his own
.life;that:- would equal hhe magnitude:.of the blunder made by
the Aohaean flee to .

.

'

Continuing..with a line previously quoted in his
definition of metaphor which stat©s that "Something resembling
the real thing is takenp and the words that properly belong
.
,
■■
■..■■ ■ ;,:'i^
: ..v m - ..y
to it are then o ;o: .©.applied me taphor 1 e ally to the other
it 1
is realised that the ."something" is a shipwreck which resembless
or -symbolizes a mistake that was made©

Dhus the remainder

of the words which properly belong to the Achaean fleet
.incident are applied metaphOPioally.to an individual9s wish
that as master ■©f his. © w h 'life he does., not intend to make the
same mistake a second time©- ’

.
■ ■ ■'
; •
■; Cicero 2 De Or at or e 0 p 0 131°

10

.

:.

"

:r' ;; _

..

v';
.
'
,
'
.
■ ■:
• :
In this and subsequent example s of me taphor in
this chapterp significant words have been underlined even
though they did not appear in italics in the texts eltedy

■.

. ,:v ;

•

Of all tiie words appearing In M s

3
definition of

■metaphor 9 Oicez1© placed greater emphasis on the term- eresea-=

'

planee^.^ f or he believed that me taphors should be used to
make meanings clearer 9. and as suchs .all details expressed, bymetaphors should be based upon a resemblance that better
conveys the meaning of fee matter being state do.

Continuing

'With Olcer ofa -idea of re set* lan cep he belie v e s t h a t a good

-

metaphor makes a direct appeal to the sensesP particularly

■

the sense.'of \sighto , He supported -this .belief; with the argument that me taphors. drawn :from the sense of sight are
more vivid because feey place an image in the mind that is

r

. i ■' .

; 12..'. , , :i 1

; ...v;..

not -actually visible to-, the eye @ ; '...His-me taphorl..©al uses

,

thena of the word shipwreck to signify the occurrence of a
mistake 'envisions a much stronger picture in the mind than
,the mere use of the word mistake<> ■
■ ■■ 1
. - :
:
. .
:
\
'13
The approach used by Cicero in Bhetorica Ad Herennium
in discussing the use of me.taphor differs considerably from
that exercised in his. De Oratore#' 'In speaking of all' the

.;:

different.occasions when metaphor could effectively be
used”"88metaphors- occur when a word' applying to one thing.is ,
transferred, to an©ther^ because the similarity seems to justify

;

‘

12

: -

:

- V

'

.

. ,

■ '

Cicero 9 De Orafore 9 p 0 127@
'
The authorship of Bhetorica. _Ad Herennium is
generally accredited to Ciee.rOo

• ■
" . ' 34
this tyansfegene^g ^ ^ h e interobanges the expressions ,8soa?t.
®f borrowing15 and 55re semblance55 stressed in De Orator e for

:

55transference55 and, ^similarity 55 mentioned in Rhetorics Ad

Herenniiima

In the latter text 9 however 9 his examples given

of the appropriate occasions for the employment of metaphor
adhere closely to his statement regarding the development of ..
them which ■appeared in his De Ora tore g

55o o Ga development

not consisting in the ■metaphorical mse of'a single word but
in a chain of words linked, together^ s© that something other
'' ■ .
,■:
: : ; :
15
.
i; ■■ ■ ;■
than what is said has t© be tmderatoodo 68
Ividence;for- the/statemeht regarding a chaih •■•of'words is ’f ©nad 'in slx :examples which he believes illmstr&t@, .appro =»/
priate ©ccasioms: for the nse of -h'metaphorical expressions
(I) ;for the sake of. creating a .vi.vid mental picture 9 (2 )- '
for the sake of'brevity s (3) for the sake of ayoiding
"obscenitys' (h) for the sake of magnifying^ (5 ) for the sake
■V
■
. ' 1;'
■' 16 -’ '
©f minifylngs and (6 ) for the sake ©f embellishment 6
■

■

-

The expression 55This insnrrection awoke Italy with

sudden terrorg55 places an image in the mind of an entire

: : ./ ::0

1%

■
- v
■'V'. ' : ■
.
, ' ' ^
'
Gieerog Rhe torica Ad Herennium B trans# Harry
Gaplan (hondons William HeinemannP Ltdo» 195^) s. P> 34-3<>
■:-' '

i5
■ ' :
v
'
■ ' CleegQfl he Oratore 9 p 0 131o

■.

■/

■

v

•16 v
GicerOfl Rhetorics Ad .Herennium^ Po 3li-3e

.

v
.

'
■

f^

:

.

10

country violently awaking from a le thargic attitude'as sixe
realizes rebellion is slowly conquering herQ "The recent
■ ■ .,
:
■ ■;■ :
'; .
> '
■■
17
arrival of ah army suddenly blotted out the s t a t e d is a

-

succinct description -of.an .army in a battle that annihilates
an entire state 0

The transference of the word "blotted" ' :

for "totally destroyed}l-envisions a huge war machine lightly
reaching out and erasing a spot or stain (a state) from the
rOad of its advance 0

Ho#'easy it would be to write pagess

if not an entire book on an army's advance on an entire states
yetp- through the use of a few words in a metaphorical expression
a reader not only can visualize a marching armya but can feel
the impact of pain and agony erupting forth from a dying- state
as it is crushed by the hordes of marching feet*
A woman's virtue carries a universal theme almost as
old as the universality of the spoken word*

Thus as the

Orientals .speak of "saving f ace$," so a gentleman during Oicero6s
life would undoubtedly avoid obscenity and save face when .
speaking of a particular woman's reputation#. "Whose mother
delights in daily m a r r i a g e s Similarlys this same gentle
man might wish to express, his hatred of a particular man's
Character by inte-ntionally enlarging or magnifying his
description of such a persons.

%o

one's grief or distaste .

could have appeased this creatures ^si_e7 enmities and
glutted his horrible crueltyog

This gentleman of Oicero's

era might also have occasion to describe the exact opposite

Oicero, Bhetoriea Ad Herennium 3 po 3ij-3o

ll.::
of such a repulsive characters and instead "of enlarging the
man0s eharaeteristic traits.; eould strive'. t.p minimizep or
make them appear to he of the least- amount of importance 8boassfea that he was of great help because when we were in.’
:
difficultieso he lightly breathed a favoring breafeojl!
Lastlys Cicero realized the favorable opportunities
gained through metaphor by embellishing or decorating a
phrase or sentence with added, defailss in s-der to improve;
;the:effeetiveness- of oral/expressiong

:

^Someday the prosperity

of the republic^ which by the malice of wicked men has
withered aways will bloom'again by the virtue of the Gon-

- '

19

servativeso1’-

'

v

.
■

In substancea the content of this sentence

states that 'as soon as; the -Conservatives revive their power
and return to officep corruption will disappear from the
government and the republic will prosper once morel yet 8
how greatly this sentence is enhanced by the use of embellished
terms p. creating a far more vivid mental image for' a .reader

-

than the use of such common words as corruption and -power*
Quintilian .
■

'

'

Characteristic of his fellow Romany 'Cieeroy Quintilian

expresses nothing but:praise- for -the:: use of metaphorical

. "
V; ■, ' '
'
' Ciceros Bhetorica Ad Her©nnium 8 po 3 k - 3 o

18

19
:
■;■■■
,
: Cicero fl-Bhetorica M i HerenniumV .p-e, 34-3 o

:

expressioias, 'but in a -m a m e r of speech somewhat more highly
oraasenteds

■■

• It ^etaphorjo o eis in itself so attractive and
elegant that however dlstingmished<the language in
which it is embedded it shines forth with a light
that is all its owho■o » olt -adds to the copiousness
of language by the interchange of words and by
borrowing^ and finally succeeds in accomplishing the
supremely difficult task of providing a name for
everythingo.
20
/■ .;
■'
!-

Yet 9 like the G-reek philosophers Aris totle s Quintilian also
inaugurated a classification for his use of metaphor.^ dividing
it into four partsg

Cl) nIn the first y^art/ we subs'titute

one living thing for another9W (2) wSe.eondlys inanimate
things may be substituted for inanimatep

i

(3 )

y

inanimate may

-

. ■

.21

be substituted for animate9H and 9 (Ij.) pAnimate for inanimateofI
In substance 9 Quintilian8s classification is animate*'’
inanimate in natureo

■Viewing examples of the four divisions

of his classification of metaphor in their order of appear=
anceg the first grouping involves substituting one living
thing {animate) f or another (animate thing)»

In this

instance the passage pertains to the actions of a charioteers
Ra?he■steersman then/with,mighty eff ort wrenched his charger

.

' 22

roundc,tl!

:

;

'

v

, ■■

Here the. aetivlties of a living thing, a steersman

. '
': .
; : : ' "i- V
"
The Institutio Ora tori a of Quintilian^, tranSo
Ho So Butler (London§ William Helnemannp 1922), III, 303<
20

21

..

,

■; w - ■: . ■-

■ • The Institutio Qratoria of Q u i n t i l i a n p 0 305»

' '

'on a vessel^ w@re substituted for those of another living■
things 'that,of a ,■oba^i©feen■'.ipi' command of .his .chariot#:;

. v '.

In the ease ©f inanimate things being substituted
for inanimate thingsa the lliastrationg nAnd gave his fleet
the r e i n '.depicts, a- fleet of ships oontrolled by a rein 5
. an object necessary to control horses 0

To give a horse

f

:Mthe :rein® is ■•to .give him. complete freedom of movement | re in ■ ■
is the inanimate object substituted for another inanimate
/"object^ rudderP but only in the sense 'of controlo

4s a

/ .'

'rider of a 'horse'would, let’his animal wander in any’,direction^ so the captain of a fleet would allow his ships to proceed
without.orders t o ,the'heImsman'to .steer any parti cular .'.course#
,

./

The third ekample' of an inanimate thing being subv

;•

stituted for an animate fching^=tDid the Argive bulwark fall -.
by sword or f ate fM=?=por trays the sword as an inanimate object
substituted for the animate action of battle#

Finallys the

example, of animate for inanlmate«-,sThe Shepherd, sits unknown

; ... -

ihg on the height!/Listening the roar from some far mountain/
.
:h 2 l|. '\''./ ;. / ■
■ ’ .7 ■■../ •
'</'
browy®==borroW 8 the animate word roar^ a term usually associated
, with noise made by a. llon 9 the king of animals 9 and gives
life to a mountains the king of terrains 9 in order that/it
:may voice^sounds.to, the shepherd#./ '
..

v

..■ ;' /

■ 23 : ' ■■■
■/
- The InstitutiQ Or at or i a of Quintilian0. p 0 3@5»
7 :'2% / ' i :/ i7' .
: ' -'" ’

';::/'/V.: ':7 i ;:
The Institutio Oratoria of Quintillang p 0 307o

t •
■/ ":/■'

Of the four- divisions, Quintilian pl&ees the greate st import ance on the inanimate ^animate’category §
But, above all, effects of extraordinary sub
limity are produced when the theme is exalted by
a bold' and' almost hasardous metaphor, and inanimate
objects are given life and action, as. in the
'

: v
;“praxes 8 flood that scorns a bridge,8.

...

.

25

Here the flooding; river A.raxes washes a bridge away, from its
pilings with .raging torrents of water, and its action in
doing so is expressed as a human mind with the mental capacity
to think and show contempt or scorn f or some person or thing 0
i.t this point of investigating classical literary
authors 8 definitions of the terms metaphor and simile, a
similarity in terminology used in the classification of
metaphors appearso

Aristotle8s dates are 38lp”322 BoO o, and

Quintilian was well known during'the first century ■AoBo

/

Aristotle originated the species-genus classification of
metaphor, and yet evidence indicating a "borrowing^ of ideas
from Aristotle is noticeable when Quintilian further sub
divides his own animate-inanimate elassification of metaphor
M 0 o ointo a number of species, such as transference from

rational beings to rational and from irrational to irrational
and the reverse, in which the method is the same, and finally

f". ; : • '■

, ''

.

.’

'■

■ 26

from the whole to its parts and from the parts to the whole ©88

25
The Ins t itut io Orat orla of Quintilian, p© 3 0 J o
26

'/X:
\
The Instltutip Oratorla of Quintilian, p© 30?©

She similarity between Quintilian8s further sub=
division into speeies“genus and Aristotle’s original class•ifieatlom of the same name is. quite notice able; ho?jevers
Quintilian makes no additional comments on his species^gentis
classification and concludes his discussion of this subdivision with the statement'g :■MBUt I am not now teaching
hoysg

my readers are- old enough to discover the species'

v-:":

y'-'

27

for themselves when once they h a v e 'been given the genus 0w
All three- of the classical literary authors thus far
examined for their definitions of metaphor devote very little
effort to the discussion of simile0
term are almost identicalo

Their definitions of the

Aristotle says te>

-.esimiles,

ares in their way8 always metaphors® D o oSuccess is attained
when the simile is a propertionalj metaphor^bnverted/l
for-you can say that® ® .0a-ruin 6is,.like’ a .building .in
- 28
..
■: ;
..
- • - ■; .
:- - ragsw i
Cicero states ’’a metaphor is a short from of simile^
'

29

contracted into one word® 0 > o,$j ands Quintilian believes
$$0n the whole metaphor is a shorter form-of simile0

While

there is this further di fferehce ^ that in the latter we
compare some object to the thing we wish to describe, whereas

;'
■

'

-'27 :

;
;
y "' i.,
’
■. ■
.
-The InstitutiO'-Oratoria of Quintilian, po'-SQ?®-

.28

■
'
'v
'
I
The Rhetoric of Arlstotle, p® 21$*

29

': ■ :'■
-■.:
Cicero, De Oratore g p® 122®

.

.

:

.

'

v,

:

;

;

y v

■. , v :i^

,in the :former this bbjeet is actually substituted for the
■
30
,
"‘V;- :
' " :':," -,, :Vv;.:; ' ;
-things® :; In -priheip'le ;th.emsx Ari stotle:9. Glaepo aa^d, 'Quiatiiiah:.
■;v

agree that a simile is in, substance a metaphorp either in a '
condensed fortas in a comparison^ or accompanied by the words
Ris: iike6«. .

■v ’

'

:;;

;

':

, '

.

-

■

>

. .There is general agreement among all>-the'; classical

'::

literary authors examined that .viyid imagery is conveyed to
the listener through the use of metaphor and simile0

These

authors believe that the very essense of the material conveyed
•t®. an ■audience can ■be:readily symbolized in a listener8s mind d
through the use of these figures ;Of speech* : Metaphor# to
Aristotle a is a mark of genius9' to Gicerop an aid to brilliance s
and to Quintilian^ an aid t© elegant and distinguished
embellishmenta -aswell as a means of.providing a name f or- y ;
everything©

: ;:'■,/ _ ’

’Interpretation tekts
’■.-’y T h e

'=

'

• ; '.
.

foundation: of ■'definitions', for ■metaphor .and simile

f ound In Interpretation texts .'is implanted in the tenet of ’
comparisons o

Charlotte Ip Lee. and Hoxie Me ale Fairchild both

use the terms 18implied compari son111 when referring to metaphors p
.'and Mexplieit comparison1 when alluding, to similes o':

; .■ ;- ..

■ y’■.'''■ Charlotte Lee states’that -a simile is readily reeogniz=
ableg. owing to the fact that fee explicit comparison made
usually, employs the word ‘’like®1

To hers a simile “is a simple

The Institutio Oratorla of Quintlliana p 0 305*

■V-:;;-;.;/ v . ■

■

-

;

i

7

:

eomparisori of two objects of common nature s or a comp apis on
of th.e .particular qualities of one ,thing to the general
qualities of another0 ,»• „ ow

She believes a metaphor is more

subtle than a simile because it implies the comparison with■ ■
..■
' v < ;:
: :■ ■f : / '
: ': '
' ' .' ; 3 1 ' ■ ■ \ ■
;out stating it explicit ljs omit ting :;thew 0 rcl ,Tlike01?
Hoxie Heal Fairchild definitely asserts that m e taph.brs
and similes^ are not to. be used f or the. mere purpose of em«
bellishment alones
Metaphors and similes are not mere decorations
inserted to prettify a poemo. They have two inter™
locking purposes^ ,to' convey images to the mind of
their reader by comparing the general to the specific
the;"hackneyed to the unhackneyed9 or the drab to
the. colorful g and tq make, the reader feel the description.o > 0 o . ' J 2 / ;
■ :
'

;

To illustrate this assertions Pairchild stated ;wltou dog V6
is a metaphorical expressipn Implying the comparison of a
human to a specifie thingP a dog-9 and "You are like a dog9n
or ^You are as sneaking as a dog/* is a definite9 or explicit
■ '

.

.'

'I

33-

comparison of a h u m a n :to a dog0

■■■■■■■;'

.V

‘

The reader or listener of

such a metaphorical expression will feel the description the

•■■■■■■/'

3 1 -^

,
■
Charlotte lo Lee 9 Oral Interpretation (Cambridgeg
Houghton Mifflin Companys 1952} j, p-o f|is-5o
.

; ■ ' 32

' ■ .
;;
;.; ;
■■■■
Hoxie He ale Fairehlld.0 ,An Approach to Literature 9
2nd e d 0 (lew Yorks. Prentice=Halla Inco7 l931}» po
,
;

33

-

Fairchild s p 0 ■125o. : ;

V--.

: :■

;

'

'

• ;'

._ .

•

speaker or writer wanted him to fee! as both passages convey
the image of a human being represented as a dog*
■v

Like Pairohilds.Lionel Groeker and Louis

.
M*

Bich

stress the importance of sensory perception in their definition
of metaphor and similes:
The metaphor is. more rigorous and more spontaneous
than the similei it is less self-consciouse The
. simile.is less striking$ less emotional^ and more
: :
intellectual than the metaphor* The simile sees
. resemblancess the metaphor ignores differences and
identifies one object to another^
4 Biblical reference is used" to depict their statement con•=*
eeruing the use of metaphor and simile*

l?The Lord is my

shepherda,l! metaphorically identifies the Lord to a shepherda
yet to say "The Lord is like a shepherdn.reveals a resemblance
of the Lord to a shepherd primarily through the implication
of the word ’’like o11-..

.

;

,

.

Referring again to comparisons,, Donald Go Bryant andKarl Bo Wallace state that metaphors are very helpful in
.establishing a first impression to which some new.description
will be addedo:

They cited ”a cheese box on a raft” as an

example of an attention-getting first impression that would
implant an image in the mind of a listener and would create
• • ..
35
a desire oh his part for ■further-explanation*

%

"

Lionel Orocker and Louis M* .Bicha.Oral Beading
(Hew Yorks Prentiee-Halia lncoS 19^-7)» p« 28*
Bryant and Wallaces p* 186

/

:

■ •
'
■■.
,
.differing from, Bryant and Wallace in their pro-

19

position for creating a first impression (except for his
."belief that the metaphor is more’ elemental)« Lionel Crocker
•■■v :
■
:
"v,
^
:: 'v:
stated: . Mfhe comparison is implied in. the metaphor9 in

-

which there is no word such as likefl 'as s or a£ if to indicate*
the comparison^
simile»

The metaphor is0 9 oiaore powerful than the

- '

In the metaphor we say one thing of something elseoH

.Crocker

chose typical9 everydaysslang expressions

88He 8s a

louse s11 and !,He

of.speech '

a good egg9w to metaphoric ally

-portray one thing being said of something else ©

Where Crocker "

found power in the.metaphor^ he found vividness in tiie simile
which stimulates the imagination^ speaking of the term as a
, ■. '
.
;
" .■
:
; ■ .■ ■ .37
• .comparison, which is. introduced by $ilike >11 nas s n or. "as if e88 ;
In discussing the use of
as" appear in almost evexy text

simile 9 the words "like" and
examinedj, and forthe purposes

of this study will be considered as key=words of identif 1catioho
■' Maud May Babcocks in a revised, edition of So

Ho

Clark* s

Interpretation of the Printed Page 0 found si mile s a

,.

challenges

In similes we find an interesting opportunity to
apply our knowledg# of group sequences<, Similes are
' made up of two parts & usually one- .beginning with am
as or like clause and ending with 'a. so clauseo Tou /sipy
sEould note that it is the final so oTause that earrues
the real ideaP while the as clause merely serves to
describe the main theme» To read"the simile^ the mind

'

.'
.
■
Lionel Crockerg Interpretative Speech (Hew Yorks
Prentice “Hall,, Inc 09 1952) a po~l9bo
36

37

:"
Crocker9 po 197o

'

5

'

i

•

.

.

.

.

'

'

■

'

.

.

'

'

.

'
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must be concerned with, the pesemblance to tb.e
visible fopms. pepson$, or tb.ing9 not witia the
emblemo
The main concept is like the figures
and this idea is made more graphic* o o Q
38
■ As Maud May Babcock believes that in the- use of simile
the mind must be concerned with resemblance to a visible foptag
Argus Tresidder refers to. this as similarity to a visible
form and maintains •Siat.it should be expressed in metaphors
or simile So

Instead of using the word comparison in defining

the terms metaphor and simile*. Tresidder uses the word
l i k e n e s s speaking''of similes as expressing an explicit
likeness j, t$My love is like .a red* red rose 9n and '■of me taphors
as an implied likenessg "something is something else| 8God
•
39
■'
•
"
•
'•
is a vessel of wratho ,ti
•
. Perhaps the most edifying definition of metaphor
discovered in investigating the'definitions of the term# is
found in the colorful use of the word metaphor in the recently
published book entitled Interppetationa Writer^ Reader9
Audience 9 by Ale the a Smith Mattingly and Wilma H 0 Grimes g

"It

^ e t a p h b r 7 might be designated the art of name-callings we use
it in daily conveps at ion when we say* 8She <s a doll, * or" ^ H e ,s

;

38

:

.

.
So- Ho Clarkg Interpretation of the Printed Page*
're Vo Maud May Babcock* 2nd edo (New York i Prehti c'e-Hal 1* lnc@*
1 9 W L PPo 6 0 - 6 1 0
■■

r

'
■ ;
Argus Ire si dder* Reading to Others (Qhicagog Scott 0.
POresman and Gompany* 19ll-0) * po 72o
39

:'' :.: ^ .W
a .shrimpo ''t8

^
V
:
^
.'' -' ^ :' ':
Of a more., serious natare g another illustration

of metaphor is taken from T o S® Eliots

58The hero of Eliot8s

■p;oem9. '$he 'hove Song of. Jo Alfred Prufroekp8.says s .«,o

«l

.

have measmre# out o^r life in e of fee -sposas^ »:0 5 and asks 9'
fo o' oThen how should I hegin/To spit out all the

■/•

but trends

of my daj s and way si o « ». p n
The eomparison made :t© the years of a ntanis life as
it is' measured out day“ty"day w 1 tii such an ihsighifioant. ;;

....;

ohject as a' eoffee -spoon aromses 1a sharps -almost brittle
picture in the mind of the reader or the listener0

How should

the hero live out the.remaining days of his existencef

By

comparing them to the but trends of cigarettes s the -objeeps
so symbolic of human ityes ref us e «li 11epe dworld o'

The empathic

response fused into action by this 'comparison of a man9s
life to a coffee spoon and the dirty end of a cigarette butt
■ immediately strikes a deep9 resonant Chord of vivid'Imagery5 .
. and is an excellent example of the use of metaphor®
i. 1

Thus the central ide.a of the discussions of metaphor

and simile presented by the various authors of interpretation
texts centers around three words & comparison^ resemblance and
: likeness o ■ The .component .parts of this central idea aret:,
...strength of -,imagery $> subtlety.of suggest! on9 power of implied
comparisons over explicit comparis©nss first impressions9

i

.

I

5.Q

,
Y '(
v - yi
Wilma Ho G-rimes ■and Aletaea Smith Hat.tingly^ .
: Interpretatiohg ,#rlterg Reader.^ Audience. (San Prancis cos .:
Wadsworth Publishing Gompany9 Inco 9 1961) 9 p 0 ijii-o ".' .
: .
la
■
. Grimes and Mattingly 9,p® 45®

"

everyday expressions a and a di sens si on of srlike 9 fi 98asn and
■f so® olauseso .In essencep the views expressed by the autiiors
of interpretation texts as they weave these counterparts of '
their thoughts and ideas together appear almost as a fabric
from which speech is spun, as words g,

■ \

Pmblic Address texts '

., ; : '

For the purpose of this study the category of public
address texts is arbitrarily divided into three subdivisionsg
(lj-public Speakingp .(2) PersuasIon9 Argutnentation and Debate„
andg (3) Gompositlon and Fundamhtalso.
■

y"

\

'Public Speaking

The varying degrees of phraseology used by dif ferent

authors in the Public Speaking category in defining metaphor
and simile are' examined-o

S o ■H o m e r believes ??o »• ometaphor

is based on the principle of an implied comparisono

It

likens one object to another by speaking of it as if it were
. ■ . . ■■
that othero o
opt6
and he finds: simile expressing 88'0 o oa
comparisbn or similarity- between 'two things through the ;use
of the word 0a s 9 or 8like 80

11 /simileT" attains concreteness

and vividness s illuminating thought— a device of great virility
.;
; ' ■
,
: .
'
k-3 .
. ; ,
and. charm in .the: ©xpressi on of ideas on
: ..
.

’

ir-:' '
^
Jo Ko H o m e r g Elements of Public Speech (Bostons
Heath and Gompanyg 1929) p Po. IbGo
.
.
42

V;Horne r 9 p 0 182o

;

■ ■■'
: r ;
'
, ■
■-■ ■■ > ■/ 23
■lot too unlike Horne3?9 'Donald Hajworths Public.
Giles Wilke son Gray, and Waldo W c. Braden

Public

Speakings'. Principles and Practice3 Paul L 6 Soper^ Basic

■ . :•

Public Speaking^ ■So ■Mari on Tucker s Public Speaking for

•

,

Technic al Mea.s -Raymond ■G 0.Smitbg Brine iple s.; of Public Spe aklngs
William Ro Buffey and Francis Ao Buffeyp public Speakingfl

'.

Minimum Requirements in Sixteen Progressive Assignmentafl and
William Go Hoffmans Public Speaking for Business Men all

1 . ;.

view metaphor and simile as having a resemblance to each
other inasmuch as they both consist of a' comparison of one
thing essentially dissimilar to another 1 ©f things that are
really like other, thingsP physically speaking„ but suggest

;

another things of things that have an actual' idehtif ieation' : "
of two things comp are d| and of thlnjgg demot ing one kind of y ■
object or idea in place of anothera
.The most' detailed discussion of ms iaphop and simile

-iv;

in the Public Speaking category^ and one that eptomizes the
potential power inherent within the use of these in a speaking

Donald Hayworths Public^Speaking (Mew Yorkg. The
Ronald Press Gompanys 1935)> po :'lb5i Giles Wilkesbn Gray and ■’ ’
Waldo to 'Braden0 Public '.Speaking yflew Yorks.Harper:andI?-' '
Brothers p,19,51)1 Po 4-381 Paul Do: Soper g Bas 1 c 'Public:Spe aking '
(lew Yorkg Oxford University Presss 19^9}s p 0 30?I S & Marion'' :.
Tucker-p Public Speaking for Technical Men (lew Yorks ScGraw=*. "
Hill Book Gompanyp I n c % 1939) s P ® 14-01 Raymond Go "•.'Smith,
Principles of Public Speaking.(lew York a The Ronald press - ’ ; ■
Gompas^V 195b) 2 P°
"William Ro Duf fey and: Francis' &■<,' Duff©ys
Public Spe aking Minimum R equire me nt s in Sixteen .Progressive
.
Assignments (Sto Louisg B o Herder Book Gompany9 19%^)„ Po 121;
wliilam Go Hoffmans Public Speateing for Business Men.(Hew Y o r k
McGraw-Hill Book Gompanys Inc0a

%
situation^ is illtistrated .by Lionel Grockera a co^authbr of

"■< .

an interpretation text previously cited in this papers
Both ^metaphor and simileZa & oare important
for the public speaker because they are means o f
getting into the experience of the audience®
The
metaphor is more striking than the simile because
it omits the like and lets the audience supply it
■o o o oIn a metaphor the likeness is implied, while
in the .simile the likeness is state do = o ©The u s e .
of the metaphor is an appiieation of suggestive
speaklngo- © = ©The metaphor is more spontaneous
than the simile I it is less self-conscious © The
simile is less bold, less emotionala and. more
intellectual than the metaphoro. The simile sees
resemblances^ whereas the metaphor ignores all:
differences, and identifies one object with another®
a

After .examining the recorded comments of other

.•

"

. :-

l|J?
.■

definitions of the terms metaphor and simile:appearing in
the division of Public Speaking, the only apparent deviation,
although not entirely, from definitions investigated thus far
is in the syntactical choice of words0 Remarks' ranged from?
.' . '
.';' '
.
.. . : '
M o o ©metaphor is an implied comparison® © ©. ® 0 .180 © Qmetaphor
is a telescoped simile with comparative terms /like.:,'as7 .
.' i-.? '
■,■■■..■
.”
'
omitted©**j
65© © ©metaphor is tiae most widely--used figure

:
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'ffilliam Phillips Sandford, Principles of Effective
Speaking, 4_th ed® (hew Yorks The Ronald Press Gbmpahy, 19)4.2 ),
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Robert T® Oliver, Rupert B® Oortright and Cyril P«.
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^ o f .speeeti7 in public speaking0 o o of}? ^« o othe metaphor
is 6the staple figure of oratory^6 more extensively used than
any other0 0 o oH andp

= oSimile is usually a figure of
„i-9
adornment and gives charm to style».lf
Persuasion^ Argumentati on and Debate
The Persuasionj Argumentation and Debate subdivision
of the public address texts place great emphasis on the thought
that the use of metaphor and simile, creates an intense and
vivid quality that adds much to the art of oral communication®
¥fins ton Damon t Brembeck and William Smiley Howell support
this belief with theif statements

wonderfully varied,

spuree of eonnotative communication is found in figurative
language®

Similesp metaphorse o «,lend clarification and
■ 56 "
■
. •
attention value to c ommunic at ion o
Affirmation of Brembeck and William9s statement is
voiced.in the convictions expressed by.Henry Lee Ewbank and
Jo

Jeffery Auer f

’’Sometimes the speaker does not have time •

to give illustrations or examplesj he can still add vividness
to his speech by the use of similes and metaphorsp words or

■■■■
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■':v :
v
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Willi am Phi11ips Sandfprd and Willard Hayes Yeager®
Principles of Effective Speaking® A textbook for Colleges and
Hniversities® Tjrd e d 0 (Hew Yorks Thomas Nelson'- and Sons® 193k) »
p o l47 « ~**~
:49

Haldor Bo Gislasonp The Art of Effective Speaking
(BdstonS ■Do Go Heath and Company® 1^34).s Po 980
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Winston Lamont Brembeck and William Smiley Howell® :
Persuasion® .A Means of Social Control (Hew Yorkg Prentice“Hall®
Inoop 1 9 5 2 )® p 0 154®-
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'

as 'well

•as G-eorge Rowland Collins: and John Sejbold Morris^ Persuasion
arid Be bate agree': in context with, assertions made in the ‘
af oremeritione d authors.8 discus sions of the application of
metaphor and simile in :,a speaking situation^., rar^ing•only ‘
in the 'use of terminologys particularly .by substituting.the.
'
v /.
52' - '::-v';
-i \ '\i
word comparison for- the word likeness0 , ■
■
•
;
Composition and Fundamenta 1 s

,

' i'

■lit ■. Lew garett and 'William. Trufant Foster ;capture the.- 1 1: .
quintessence of metaphori.eal usage in their statementi 11Similes
and metaphors are 'the most compact f orms of. comparisone

When

.they are apt j,-tividfl and ;freshs they are economical;and '.•;

;

arresting^w continuing withs ^Metaphors which are pointed amd\'
sharp serve the double purpose in public"speaking of clarifyirig
■: ", " '
' ■' .
' - ' • ' 53' .
i =
the sub ject and keeping the audience^ awake*1
Glen E® .Mills8
Composing •the Speech agrees Wi th.' Sarett and Foster and stresses;

■
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Lionel Crockerg Argumentation and Debate (Hew York
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the sborts,..coBipaots implied eompaa?is©ns that comprise meta=

An entirely different use of terminology than that
used hy Millss Sarett and Poster^ howevers is. 'witnessed. in

:

Beginning a of •Rhe t or i e and 0orapos I ti on by Adams Sherman Hi l l •
whose entire definition of metabhor and simile evolves around
: - ■■
-h- ■ "
:
;
;■
. ,
. ,
.•
comparing, or identifying -a person or a- thing to something of.

■

a different class with:the overall point of view that metaphor
and simile differ in form onlyP since the simile expresses
55
:x:" I \ entirely what the me tap hor Imp lie s ®
James. Murray :and Wesley,
hewis concur wi th Hill6s designation of persons ‘or things to
different, classesp expressing their views as g

:

'

■ The simile .is ,one of, the simplest and most .effective-. ,■, ■ devices of rhetoric #. It is designed to ■express com- '
parispn. between certaih- attributes .of objects- or different
classes* For this reason9. It of ten. make s use of such . ;
. .words as 9like P $. «aS j,10 0 .i oThe me taphor is an illus=
:r
tratiye figure ^ f .speecly- In -which •fehar.'aeteristies
;
v:.-ordinarily;' asspciabeh;w.im objects-: of:'a oeffain'class ': ''
:are used to qualify those of a different classP with
the purpose of .suggesting, reiationshlp be tween themo '
•
, Shereas. ihe simile expresses a comparison between two :
■ ‘objectsj, the metaphor .implies the relationshipo ■ 5 b
'

'

Glen, g o .
--Mills.y .GoApPslng. the Speecha (Hew York;
Prentice^Hallg -fnc #.9. 1952) 9 ;p#
55

:
•'vV-.
Adaas Sherman Hillo Beginnings of Ehetoric and
Gompositlon (Mew Yorks American Book Gompany9 1902)p p p 0 A02=^03
"

h
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.
“ Jaime.Murray and Wesley Lewiss Cardinal Aspects of
York § Pr entici=-Hallp Inc * p. I.95F) ^ P »

In examining the definitions of metaphor and simile

-

that appear in all thre© classifications of Public .Address ;

'

textsg the authors are in harmony with each; other regarding,
the use of metaphor and simile»

It is interesting to note .

that the words' **comparlsoh* and .^llke^ in the discussion of ^

: ;,:;v

metaphorg and ".like* 'and'..“as", in the discussion of simile
appear as often in the Public Address texts, as in the
Interpretation' textSo"

Perhaps the most representative sum= : .

mation of views and opinions expressed by W e various authors
in the Public Address portion of this paper is .that, by
Brembeek and Howellp who voiced W e

.

©pinion. -that a wonder™

fully varied source of oonnofafcive power can be found in
metaphor and simile which lends .elarifleation and attention
value to all oral communication#.,. ■
It may be summarized that the terns- metaphor and simile
encircle a ;multitude:of attitudes $,implieati ons 9 def ihltioms
and useful purposeso

,

Conviction in W e i r usage and their

importance in the field of speech is expressed as avidly by

•

'the Classical authors as it is by authors of Interpretation: ■
and Public Address texts»

The extent to which metaphor and

simile sink into the conscious and symbolize in the imagine™ .
tion. objects and actions described in the spoken w o r d i s

:

boundless 6 . Certainly the universality of these .'two figures
of speech is unquestionable after having been traced from
,their origin in Cicero'8s Be Ora tor e 9 BeCog to Grimes and
Mattingly8s text Interpretati ong Beader3'Ifri ter9 Audience g 1961®

. & quotation from Theodore ,R 0/ McKeldin an# John CoErant-gp Jr.® ”3 text The &rt -Of Eloquence typifies in total
simplicity the great potential in expression inherent in the
use of metaphor and similes

RWords are not just .labels

.

1whose meanings we learn, as defined in the dictionary by
other wordso

:'

: ;5 7 . ; '

Frequently they possess an explosive powers®

".

,

:

:..

;

■ / :/ ,

:■

Theodore Ro McEeidins and John 01 KrahtZj, Jgo s ■ ■. '
The 4rt of. Eloquence (Baltimore: The Williams and Wilkins Company
■1.952},. p:o 32o
■. v
:
■'
:V

CHAPTER II
V CRITERIA FOR METAPHOR AND SIMILE AMD ITS
'
APPLICATIOl TO CHURCHILL«S SPEECHES
The aim la this chapter is to establish first a
workable.criteria whereby Churchill9s use of metaphor and
simile can be evaluated9 and second to apply this rule to
his irartime-speechese

This concept’©f a workable norm Is

comparable t o ;a .speaker's dilemmas
what response he seeks from M s

until he knows precisely

audiences he can not plan

his speech to get this response^' Like the purpose of the
speaker,; the objective of this thesis can not be fulfilled
uantil a criteria is establishedo
v ...

;

■■

.' . ■

The procedure in establishing tinis standard or test

is the re-examination of the comments made on the use of. me taphor and simile, by the tauthors .of Classical literary
works9 Interpretation texts and Public Address books*

The

. sole object of setting a. summation of the views of all the
various authors down here is to draw them together and

-

incorporate them into' a touchstone for•'evaluatibn purposes#
■' Criteria ■
;

-...■:

■ V- v .;

The -classiea.1' literary authors6 comments oh the use ■

of metaphor :and .simile- can .easily be pla.ced,under the heading
vof rhetorical elements of; vivldnesso

30

These gentlemen truly :.;

believe that the art of using words effectively to influence
or persuade reaches its apex through the use of metaphorical
express ion*.'. Although of ten, expressed in flowery terms s the
central idea of vividness is substantiated by such,comments
as g ’‘has an eye f or re semblance s,} :Radds ,more brilliance s,r and
“shines forth wi th a light all its. own
Both Aristotle and Quintilian found it necessary to
give classifications for their use of metaphore

To Aristotles

three divisions of species«genus (a particular to a general)9
and one division of proportional (substitution) Comprised the
component parts of his classiflcation®

Quintilian also

designated four constituent parts for his classification of

■

metaphor which is essentially animate^inaminate in natures
howeverp in principle both gentlemen base their classiflca=* ■
tions on the tenet of “substitutiiono“

Substituting a particular

thing for a general thing or vice versa,,, substituting a word

.

f or another word with a ,definite' meaning s substituting a
living thing for another living things or;, substituting a
non«living thing f or a living or anolher non-living thing,,
basically, involves the- idea of using words to act for or take
the place of other words having the same meaningo

In substance

thena there is really no difference whatever in contents
purpose or meaning of these two classificationsg except in
the terminology used to express the thoughts of the two authors®
Glcefofs approach to the Subject of metaphor differs
somewhat from, that taken by Aristotle a n d .Quintilian«

He

.

''

.

■

32 ;

begins first, bj stating the origin of metiaphor and then
expands the thought that 8something other than what -is said
has to be nnderstoodo^

He uses the teras resemblancea

transference and similarity rather than the t e r m .substitution
used by &ris totie and Quint illana

Gic ero believes that the

ultimate in metaphorical usage appeals directly to the senses
of an individuals implying that man and his naturally.
inquisitive mind would create a vivid mental picture of a
metaphorical expression in his own mimdd

Where Aristotle and

Quintilian set forth classifications for the use of metaphor
Gicero sets forth six appropriate- ’’occasions1* for the use of
metaphorical e x p r e s s i o n s ■

, ::

fhere is little# if anys noticeable disagreement among
Aristotlep Gicero and. Quintilian on the ’
subject of simile 0
Aristotle found a simile in its’way always a metaphor^ par
ticularly in the ease of his classification of proportional
metaphorc

Gicero stated that a metaphor is a short form

;

of simile s and Quintilian agrees to the exact wording of
Gicero*s statement with the exception of one word# when he
states that a metaphor is a shorter form of simile =>
v Interpretation texts vary from classical references
in that a larger distinction is made between the use of metaphor
and simile *

Although there is general agreement by the various

authors of Interpretation texts in their discussion of com
parisons P both explicit and implicits differences are noticed
in references made to the subtlety (by the omission of the

: :■
:
■■■
V
■
■
■
word like) and strength'of metaphorss in contrast to the

3 3

"

stimulation'of the imagination and vividness found in similes0
One view is' that ,s imile s re ve al a eoitparis on of common ob ject s s .
either those of a particular quality or those of a general
qualityj another view is that it is necessary to have the
mind concerned with resemblances s another view is that similes
are less emotional and less intellectual than metaphors*

Yet

.

differences are again noticed in the discussion of metaphor
as contrasted to simile in tiae remarks made that metaphors are
less self ^conscious j, that they are similar to a first impression
to w h i c h .a new description is addeds ■that they involve the art
of name eallings ands that similes are composed: of interacting
a s M wlike,r and t$son clauses 0
'

' . .■

Examination of public address texts beginning with

•

the category of Public Speaking reveals some substantial
diversities as well -as similarities among the various authors1
belief s" regarding the use of metaphor and simile *

The

similarities reflect no differentiation between metaphor and
simile in that they were■discussed as one and the same thingo .:
The authors speaking of metaphor and'simile in such a manner

.

believe :thatg (1) they compare one thing essentially dissimilar,
to another! (S) they suggest things that are really like

-

other thingss physically speakings but suggest another thing!
(3) they suggest common properties that have an actual'
identification of two things compared! (iir) they suggest things
denoting one kind of object or idea in place of another! and

•

(5!' they are a means of getting into'tia.e- experience of the
• audience«

Opinions onea two and four are essentially stating.

the same .principle ““ that of comp aring one thing to some thing
-:els@ resembling it“=y@t at the same time differing in some
manner from 111 opinion three involves a similar quality in

■

'tw o -'things 'comp are d9.and opinioh five refers to the senses©
On the other hand the diversity of ideas arising in
'hhe. nse Of metaphor ahd simile resemble to a'degree, those
appearing ih the Interpretation texts»

•

Speaking first of

,similesg numberous views hpld that they are more concrete and
vivid| that they have greater virility and charm$ that they .
see resemblance >and':ihOn .the ■likeness ...is- statedi and, that
they are figures, of adornment giving:charm t©:;style ©

Secondly

' speaking of me taphor3'various authors entertain the ideas
that§ .they are more striking because they omit the word
/like ,and let an audience supply it t h e m s e l v e s t h e y are- more
..spontaneous.i they ignore differences in identifying one :
.object with-, another s they are based- m .'ftie principle of .
implied comparisons they are more widely u s e d t h e y are
t@lescoped.'''similes with compara.tive terms like and as
■omitted I andp. they are the staple figures of an orator©
■

'

Authors in the Persuasion9 Argumentation and Debate

■

„ 'category of public address texts believe that both metaphor
and', simile lend, clarification and attention value to communlca
tion9 "and vividness to speeehj, while thoughts,expressed in the
category of Composition, and Fundamentals support the idea that.

beth. figmpes of speech are the most compact forms of comparison
in that they are- apt 9 vivid 9 fresh^ economical and arresting^

:

and they help to clarify sub|eetss: as well as to compare or
identify a;person or a tiling to something of a different clas s Q
One author feels that a simile is 'the simplest and most

. ,

effective deyiee:pf -rhetoric and expresses entirely what the
metaphor implies9.while another author believes that a metaphor
suggests' relationshipsB is an illustrative figure of speech^
andp is a short 9 compacts implied comparison^
■'

:

In summarizing the evidence of the various definitions -

of metaphor and. simile 9 constant reference made, to the terms
vividness-g comparisonp .resemblance and, ■.substitmtion is quite
apparento' The classical literary authors 9 definitions of
metaphor can be stated in two phrasess -'substitution of one
thing for another 9 andp sensory stitnulation0

Alsog these. V

authors believe that in essence a simile is basically the :
same thing as a metaphor 9 either in a condensed form,9 or 9
accompanied by the ifor d like 0

ItiterpretatioU and Public

Address -texts also agree with the el as si eal literary authors
in the use of the words comparison and :sensory in the f ormer 9s
discussion bf both metaphor and simile 0

The authors of

these texts vie® a simile as vividly expressing^ explicitly 9
what the author implies 9 employing the words like and as
to state this likeness<, whereas a metaphor is a condensed
comparison illustrating a suggested or implied relationship»

/:%: ^

:::'.'

: .% '/:

' :■ 36: :

;.

; Surprisingly9 the majority of distinctions singly
to similes .,
as they are contras ted' to me taphors by

.

-both interpretation and pmblie ’address ■'authors enter into
■

the classieal literary authors'9 phrase of 61sensory stimulation58 •
'of metaphors a

Proof of this discovery is found in the use of .

suchexpressions as ^virility and eh arm r,56 wcharm to. s tyle9n
:

Mname •callinga!! 58more vivid .and s t i m u l a t i n g wapts;t8 ,}freshsK

't/;^:clarifieat'ibn.:'ah4'- ®‘^''?b:nti©hptr. and 19arresting’8 appearing in
definitions given by the 'authors of all three classifications
. of refereneesv

.;

-

v'.;:

■ '.

'. :

These definitions, recall a statement made by Aristotle
in Ohapter I that a simile is in ;its. s a y .alwmrs a me taphore '
,. The next step is thus to combine this phrase with the opinion
almo'st unanimously agreed upon b y all, authors that the explicit '
''. comparative ■
;terms like or as'are always f ound as component '
parts' of the ^makeup of a simileh, The .-criteria for measuring
.Winston-Ghur.chillis .use of .simile is here establishedg ' in
, substarice a; simile- is’a, metaphor:stating a cdmparlson explicitly
; 'by the use of the comparative terms like or as 0 ;• Therefore 9

-•

it is .safe to consider a simile .subservient to its dominate
'masterg the' metaphor@
.

.

,1

:-

A© a matter of Interest^ similes alone do not hold

;

this distinction of meeting the prerequisites attributed to
. the mefaphprieal' classification ■of ■sensory ‘stimulation^ for
. terms such as 88subtle.t^-9W 81strength , tl n s triking,M 55spontaneous,'w
; 19illustrative,15 18bold, ” '58concrete,n \ 15intellectual,**■ and

' ;-■;

also, mentiqme^

:

ref erring to the use of

;v tiietaphofe : Iri'Shbstaacsei thens the majority of the terminology
utilized by the authors of all. three classifications of refer, ;ence also’falls, within at least one of the standards for
■. ■metaphbr^"sehsory: :stiiaulati:
ou=-estab 1ished b y .the classical
iiterary authors^ :,
,.

i

.,1 ^ .1c \'

' :'

'

The reraaining standard for metaphor, established by

■r'^istbtie.j -;01eb;^prl^^-.-^hihtil4;ian-.b,ehter3;;h^©hhd. the tenet of ■.
- wsubstitutioho15 41 though the terms .comparison and substitution
,ih figures of speech are occasionally used synonymously with
'v.each otherr, according to def initions examined, in thls thesis
a comparison express®s a likeness or difference' between
f obJeets p situatibns or emotions s and. the word substitution
.denotes a 'word being used' in place of another-word©

Thusg

...

' in the.final analysis 'of metaphorg it is discovered that In
reality, a comparison must be made before one terffi can replace
: - -another iermv

For the purpose of this thesiss thereforea the

'following criteria Will be, used to evaluate Wins ton Churchill 8s
. ■use of m e t a p h o r s . (1 ) v i v i d n e s s .(.2 ) implied comparative .sub- '.
;sti tutions and (3)'sensory s.timulationo.

In essence 3 then^

the practice of mentally madeg vivid comparisons^ is a fore-

most prerequisite for the speaker who desires to become an

- accomplished master in the art of -metaphorical expression© :

Application to OhWohit'lTs Speeches

a

:

'

. .All-;®i'' Qhnrchill^s speeches given during the wartirae
period of 194-0 =194-2 may be separated into two .main elassifiea=
tions-g 1(If those .speeches given outside of the House of Commons^
ands (2) those speeches delivered daring Parliamentary debates» '
The approach employed in this chapter-in applying the criteria
to Ghnrehillia use of metaphors and similes found in both of
these 'classifications of speeches is twofoldg:

(1) further

breakdown:of the classification of speeches ■delivered outside
of Parliament into f our divisional;' (h) world '.broadcas ts
'that i s 9 those speeches directed to the people of the World
at large 9 (b) radio broadcasts to people of a. particular -country 9 that is 9 those speeches directed to the peoples of
Frances Italy s CJreat Britain 9 Canada 9 and Americas (c) banquet
speeches 9 and fd) other public appearanee 3 ==-ands (2 ) further
subdivision of the classification of speeches delivered
during. Parliamentary debates““imt© both (a) written and oral
replies to direct questions received from various members of
the Housep and (b) speeches directed to the entire House
during a debates

:

.- "

I:.'.;:/

,

In an effort to incorporate the beven-hundred and
eleven .examples of me taphor and: the eighty-four examples of .
simile taken, from all Churchill rs speeches froiM 194Q to 1942
Into a more unified presentation for the reader of this thesise
the most,representative example of metaphor and simile will be
chosen from each of the four divisions' comprising the category
Of speeches delivered before Parliamentc

'

■;

.

:

The full freedom of me taphorleal expressloi'i found

in the examples of metaphor and simile represented in the
category of world broadcasts does not escape the imagination
after the mechanical^ dissecting procedure necessary in any
criteria of evaluation is applied 0

From a speech entitled

ttSestWardy Looh® the Land is Bright#% delivered, on April 27#
19i|-lp Churchill describes the Mussolini “Hit ler alliance with
saathing denunciationg.

11This whipped jackal# Mussolini# who

to save his own skin has made all Italy a vassal of Hitierfs
Empire# .comes frisking up at the side of the German tiger
with yelpings not only of appetite-“that can be understoocl=-~but
'.
'■■■■■ ■ l
■.. ■
.
'
even of triumpho’1 . Churchill 8s wrath does not diminish in
depicting the Germany army# as evidenced in a simile taken
from a speech entitled ^The Fourth Climacteric” delivered on
June 22# 194-11

”1 see also the dull# drilled# docile#

;

brutish masses of the' Huh soldiery plodding on like a swarm

v:':

:

.- ■■ -a ; . ■ ■ ; ;

■' :. '

•

,■

■.

of crawling locusts
When we consider the metaphor# the thoughts that
accompany the term ” jackal” convey to the listener 8s ear the
impression of a person who swindles or cheats his fellow man#
or of an animal Who is often thought of as hunting with lions
and then eating the remains of the prey after the lion has eaten

" i

_ :■ ■ :■;
■ .
■
.• - . •
Winston Churchill# The War gpeeches of the Rto Hon*
W ins ton S o.Chur chill# comp » Charles Eade (^aBabfxdge g Houghton,Mifflin: Company# "The. Elversid.e Press# 1953)» I # 392o
•;
'

2

-.1
Churchill# I# 1^2*

V ■'

;. ;: .:.

pf

. ' ,

:
his fill©

:
,
,
^
Ghurchill felt that Mussolini had dealt with the .

people of Italy in. an underhand edP loathe some manner s and
after comparing him to a jackals the rictim to. a eountrj9
and Hitler to a tigers he s u b s M tutes the word jackal for
Mussolini, throughout his'metaphorical expression®

He appeals

to the senses of his listeners by clothing his metaphor with
iEages of MuSsolini frisking and yelping for more of the
vietim» while. Hitler^ having received the lion»s shareg tosses
him another morsel©
Chureh.illa in the example of his similes compares
the aetione of the Germany army in their blinds unquestioned
loyalty to Hitler to those of locusts traveling in large$,
well=disciplined swarms destroying all vegetation, in their
paths': then by inserting the word like he makes an explicit
substitution of Hun soldiery to locustss and appeals to
.sensory stimulation by suggesting that the mind recall the
crawlingP sticky sensation of a locust or a grasshopper
clinging to human flesh©

In examples of both metaphor and

similep Churchill 8s deeiSion to compare animals and insects - ' .
to the actions of Hitler* Mussolini and German troops provides
him with a:superb opportunity to convey striking vivid*
lifelike anS repugnant images to the mind©
■OhUrchill* continuing with the idea of conveying

::

striking* vivid mental images in the minds of his listeners*
again relies on animal imagery to depict certain transactions

’

'■ '

,■■ ■

.

'

if-l

be tween ■Hitler and Mussolini in a radio broadcast directed
to the people of France on October 2 1 s - 194-0 g
o ». 0and his little Italian accomplice ie trotting
along hopefully and hungrily^; but rather wearily and
very timidlys at his sideo They both wish to carve
up France and her Empire as if it were a fowlj to one
a legs to another a wing or perhaps part of the breast®
HOt only the French Empire will be .devoured by these
■two ugly customerss but Alsace-Lorraine will go once
again under the German yoke s :» » 'c 0
. 3
4 s in the example of metaphor taken from Ghirchill8s world

broadcast■,8iffestwards Looks the Land is B r i g h t M u s s o l i n i
is here again compared to a four“legged animal waiting .to
receive an additional portion in payment.for Services
rendered®

i

"

Within .this metaphor taken from his radio broadcast
to the people o f ;Franceg .Ghurchill places a simile in
comparing a ■country to a fowl, employing the word as in. his
direct comparison®

Ho doubts Ghurchill was referring to the

Gallic cock of France in his use of the t e r m f owl0n To the
French people the symbol of the Gallic cock represents freedom
of mankind in his pursuit-of life; comparable to the Gallic
cock of Frances is the American eagle in its symbolic repre
sentation to the people of that country® ■ In facts the figure
of an eagle was borme on a military standard of ancient
- ■■
:
■' • :• k ■ ■" . ' ::
Rome and later adopted by France under .Hapoleon0 .It ./must

;

have been a sad memory for the French people to be reminded

■ ■'

.

4
" ' ■
::
■ :. ■"■f...-'
■. Webs ter 8s Hew Twentieth Gentury Dictionary g 12 th ed®
(Hew Yorks^The Publishers Guild",
Po hZjlo
.

"

that their Gallic cock was being devoured and destroyed,

and ;

its par.tSg,a .legs a wings and a bpeast belng distributed to
the enemy a

-

'

-:

.,
:

■

4 s if one metaphor and simile would not suffice in

venting his tremendous disapproval of Hitler and Mussolini8s
union of business 9 Ohurchill continues immediately with
another metaphor when he'':'comp4 i?6 s<'A3isace”bo 3?-^dne 'tb

team

of oxen held together by a heavy wooden yoke 9 that which
would virtually reduce Alsace-Lorraine

to

the

burden of s

and utter doomo

■■

In the examples of metaphor and. simile taken from
his radio broadcast to the people of Prance 9 Churchill evokes
strong sensory stimulation in the thought of tired, weary
oxen, stolidly plodding along a dusty road, and in the
thought of a wild fowl (an eagle) being retrieved by a four
legged animal after being killed and taken from its natural
home in the woods and skyo

in both of these situations, •

either that of the oxen or the fowl, freedom and life itself
are taken from living creatures as they become the spoils of
master and hunter, in the latter case the reward might will
exceed the traditional pat on the head of the faithful
retriever if it, referring back to the trotting scavenger,
is permitted to devour the bones of the carcasso
. After the' category of radio broadcasts to the people
of a particular country, the next division is the speeches
considered before banquet groupSo

On February 23, 19^0,

lav

Churchill employed the following metaphor when he spoke a t
Guildhall at a luncheon given by the eity of London to the
officers and men of the cruisers ’’Exeter * 1and *AJax*g

’’Par

•more does it ^Zstrain of battle/ fall in the weeks and months
of ceaseless trial and vigilance .on colds, darks 'stormy seas
from whose' waves at any moment death and destruction may
:\ . '
5 ,'
■ '.
leaps, with sullen roaro*
Churchill1s use of the words ooldfl dark 0 and stormy
in his metaphorical expression depicts an ominous mood that
is vividly perceived by the mindo

Of courses Churchill had

at many times in his life observed a stormy sea in frenzied
convulsions 9 he compared the sudden leap and fall of giant
waves to the action of a roaring lion Springing without any
warning upon its preyo

Churchill substitutes the thought

, of the.sailors who are often victims of a suddenly .stormy
sea .f or the unsuspecting, prey'of;:a'■leaping lion 0
Over a year later at a luncheon given by the London
Couhty Council after a review of Civil Defense services in
Hyde "Pdrk on July
Churchill6:s speeehs

19%.lg the following simile dramatizes
.o 'c/heavy air attacks/ should prove

more effective than when directed on Lend on s which is so
vast and strong that she is like a prehistoric monster into
.,
'
.
' '
'6
whose armoured hide showers of arrows can be shot in vain0,!

Chur chill j, I s 1%6 0

6

;"
Churchill9 II9 25®
■

Glamrohill reaches back to ancient history for his simile to
describe to a group of civil defense workers the impregnability
of the city of London after many heavy bombing raids<, Certalnly the cave m a n ’s arrow must have been a very pitiable
means of offense against the size and tough hide of some
prehiste'rio' monster; thusg in searching for a comparative

■:

substitution that would describe the invincible stamina of
the city and pe ople; of Londonf, Churchill creates a lively
mental image by substituting the unconquerable size and
strength of a prehistoric rnonster for the strength and
determination of the city of London
A speech to the people of Glasgow on January 17 9 194-lg
entitled ’’We Will Hot Fail Mankind 18 illustrates the category
of public appearances and contains the following metaphors
"There it is for Herr Hitier a matter of supreme consequence
to break down the resistance of Great Britain and thus rivet
effectively the shackles he has'prepared for the people of
7 ‘ . V
' . ■ . •"
1'
Europeq 18 . In a previous speech entitled. "The First Five Months
delivered in Manchester at the Free Trade Hall on January
27s 194-0 9 an example of a simile'Is taken t

"Or i tie ism .in

the body politic is:like pain in the human body0"

7

,
Churchill, I, 330<,

8 ■r"

:
'iChurchill,91, 143 »
.

In his speech
uses the centnal

tothe people of Giasgopy Ghur’chill

idea of a prison upon which to base his

metaphorical expressiono

The words ^rivet^ and Mahackles"

immediately arouse vivid mental pictures of pain# torture
and long years of confinement»

In suggesting the possible

fate of England should the spirit and resistance of that
country be crusheds he suggests that human charaeteristies
such as legs and

arms be given'to a country in order that

Herr Hitler have

some, object upon Mil ch to f as ten his shackles#

Therefore# in substituting human qualities of a living
obje ct==a slave# for a non-living objeet-^a country# Churchill
conveys the idea of an imminent danger lurking for all
remaining free men of Europe 0
In the aforementioned speech to the people of Glasgow
Churchill presented the idea of pain and long years, of
enduring torture in a prison# while in the example of his
simile taken from his speech delivered in the Free Trade Hall
in Manchester he presents an opposite Tdea of pain 0

In this

example he states Si at pain in the body politic is like pain
in the human body# no human being can ever live an entire
life 'Without experiencing in occasional pain# and likewise#
no politician can ever hope to maintain a life of political
endeavors without occasionally experiencing some degree of
condemnation and criticismo

To Churchill# pain is not only an

occurrence in the.human body g but it is, also a, trauma which .
can become a comparative substitution applicable to a life of
political campaigning"o

:

■ r-

Prom M s

speeches in the .classification of Parlia

mentary debatess the following examples of a metaphor and
simile are found in Churchill8s written and oral replies to
questions asked by various members of the House of Commonss,
,?o = oAustralia has been robbed of some of her best and
ablest sons at a moment when the gifts they had to offer were
'
; 9
; ■: %
■::v-vA A l' ' '
• V, '
.
most p r e c i o u s a n d !$o » 6in describing on the radio what
fun it was to see a little ship crackling in flames like a
2-0
' . >
Ghristmas^treeoH
In the example of his metaphor regarding the youth of
Australia^ Churchill compares a country to a human beings-the
f ormer seldom being thought of.as having the physical pro =
pertles or tangible materialistic possessions capable of being
robbed; thus he substitutes these qualities that are usually
associated with a human being and states that a country has
been robbedo

Churchill turns from sadness in his remark

regarding the youth of a country to express utter horror in
his simile as he states that a flaming s h i p .is like a
burning Christmas treeo

Ihe imagination is immediately

arousedp and the thou^it of substituting the idea of a blazing

9
Parliamentary Debates^ House of Commons Official
Report (London g His Majesty 8s Stationery- Off ice 9 l % rl ) a
.
■ , ;
..
i
.

■'•.
:..r'" ;
..Parliamentary Debates^ House of Commons Official
Report (Londons. His Majesty 8s Statfonery Office „ 1914.017
35 T r T 9 2 8 e
'
■'. '
10

Inferno that was onee a ship f or a yuletide symbol of

'

sheltered Warmth and joy, supposedly .invulnerable to death
and disaster 9 produces a staggering emotional impact upon
a listeners
.J

'

\

•

:

For- the division of speeches given before the House

of Commons during a debate 9 the example of metaphor is taken
from a speech entitled .hWar Production^ delivered on July 15^
I9 I4.IS:

”1 am glad to tell the Oommittee that our spring and

summer fashions in aircraft are this year farther ahead of
. - :
'
v :
- '. . • 11
contemporary Q-errnan production than they were last yearo”
In comparing the popular idea that exists in the realm of
women 8s fashions that a new spring and summer style must
appear at least once a years Churchill took his listeners
into the world of Paris fashions in comparing -the latest
design and model .alrcraft of the British Empire with those
Of Germany 3 thus 9 the vivid image of spring and attractive
models illustrating colorful fabrics and elegant styles is
suddenly juxtaposed with the image of a sleek.fuselage#'a
millimeter oannon>.'or, perhaps a striking new colorful
insignia on the tail assembly 'of an airplane 0 ,

■ ■

Churchill’s simile taken from a speech entitled
$lWe Shall Come Through" was delivered In a more serious mood
in a debate before the House of -Commons on March 7, 19^.1 @
In; speaking out against what he considered undue and unjust

■■■>

'ill

iV. ;
Chur chill p lip

. -

v "
■
"■ '
: ■■ ‘ '■ :
criticism made against his party<, Churchill makes the fallowing
direct comparisons

tiIt ^criticism/ is like that of a by

stander whos when he sees a team of horses dragging a heavy
wagon painfully up a hiXls cuts a switch from the fenee> and
12
there are many switchess and belabours them lustilyols
;

■

'

In this simile Churchill compares himself and his
Party to a team, of horses who are heavily burdened with the
responsibilities of the w a r s whereas the opposing Party forces
are represented by the bystander and his all too eager
enthusiasm to use not one but many switches if necessary to
keep the tired team moving*'
and

He substitutes the words ^bystander

switches^ for the words ^.opposition Party 11 and ^criticisms,

and in so doing .vividly brings to tlB mind a picture of
thoughtiess interference by the bystander»
I n .summarys it is safe to state that Winston Churchill
adheres to the criteria for metaphor and simile established
in this chapter in his Construction of .these two figures of
speech*

In simplicity of word, he immediately arouses a

vividp empathetic. response in tioe .hearts of his listeners*
Within the framework of the criteria for metaphor and simile %
howevers there is much latitude for individual expression ,
and the following chapters explore the richness and range of
Churehillian figures of speech 6

12

,
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It can safely be assumed that most great literature
is based on Imaginative •concepts which arouse the intellect '
and emotion;of man to accept s ome new. philosophy^,or. to rise
to a fevered pitch in response to the silent power of the
printed page^'

The changing of this silent power into the

spoken word by a persuasive figure such as Wins ton Churchill
produces a’highly polished product of oratory@

The magnitude

and brilliance of his work necessitates some mention of his
tremendous creative ability in selecting his words to convey
succinctly his thoughts:;to a listening audience» " His strength
in imaginative expression, is complemented by a keen eye for
observation and gentle insight into ihe. understanding of
humanity! trulyp his is. the ability to identify himself with
mankind 0

I
GhurchilI!s.mlqUe me-ihod of.. creating stark images

in the sensory mechanisms of,his listeners violently awakens
them to the ideas of his. message and. liter ally demands their
undivided attention^

This ability to command the power of

the spoken Word is indeed a great achievemento
trations adequately exemplify this genius g

A few Illus

"boa constrictor

-L;
;v>::
i5 o :
who had suddenly covered his prey with his foul satviaPM
; ''
: ■
' ■'
2
• ■ • " -.
('hammered and forged by fires of wa r sM ndrawn sponge across
3
k
the slateg" 111lash toilers of body and mind£l,? nan agglomera=
:
...
:
■ ''
'
'$ '
- ■. ''
tion of pumpernickel prineipalities9!! neels get used to
^4
...
"
'
.:
' ? :
sklBningy16 nstain of infected and corroding fingers 9 n and ■
.-.
.■ . .
8
■■ ' ,
wa portentousP distended and bloated masso®
It should be remembered that all of the above
Illustrations do not refer ;to the literal meaning of the
thought content found: within each phrase| rathers Churchill
alters: the dictionary :defihiti ons of these expressions to
meet the requirements of an oratorrs trade-==the implements
with which he builds 9 out of necessity of the tim@s a
reflector large enough in diameter to mirror the realities
and truths of life back to the questioning minds of mankindo

1

.
'" . ; '
Chur chi U p Ip 382 0
■

2
Churchillp IIS 132o
3

Churchillp lip 95o
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ChurchillP IIp 53 °
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Churchillp Ip 393o
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Churchillp Ip 211o
Churchill s' Ip 44.5 O
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;
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Churchillp lip 800
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:
:
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' Sals chapter furttoEi -expaiai^s Ghurehillss iase of ■ •

metaphor and simile by attempting to analyze the idea°content
revealed in the words with whidi he composes these two figures
of speeeho .The procedure in analyzing idea=content will
involve, three steps §

(1) to reveal and classify various types

of imagery9 (2) to reveal repetition of a word or a phraseg
and (3) to reveal any possible recurrence of themeSo
Classification of i m a g e r y t h e first of these categories,
may be divided structurally to clarify the magnitude of
Churchill8s use of metaphor and simile6

Since references to

the Bible are so frequent in Chur chi11ian oratoryg these will
be dealt with first9 and the remaining example s of metaphors
and similes will then be divided into organic"and inorganic
categorieso ,The term organic in this thesis will refer to
living organisms and the characteristics peculiar to animate
objectss or those,possessing the power of physical movement|
the term Inorganic in subsequent references will refer to
items that are inanimateP or those not possessing' the power
of physical movemento

■ ■

References to human beingsg.birdss or

animals would thus be included in the organic category^ while
references to plant 1ifeg water^ or clothing would be inorganico
Throughout the two-year period of I9 I4.O-I942 covered
by this thesis, Churchill 8s speeches are continually sprinkled: "
with .Biblical referen 0 es in metaphorieal forma

Following are

four examples represeBtative: of such reference s.g . (1}

’’House

.
'
• :
; ■
52
■: '
9
.
' .
■•
■ ,
of many m a n s i o n s r e f e r r i n g to John 11}.e2 (wLet not your

hearts, be troubled!/believe In G-od9 believe/also In meo

In

my Fatheres house/are many rooms! if it were hot sog/would I
have told you that I go/to prepare a place f o r ■you?w)!
f2 )
.
.
■ ' 11 : ■■
' ■: ■■ :■ ii.h"
- ■■
.
tJtheir daily breadP” referring to Matthew 6 oil (’’Give us
;. .
.,
:, \
'
12
this day our daily breado11) | (3 ) 18dark 5 and deadly, valley^n
referring to Psalms ;2i3^-.. C5lSren though I walk through the/
valley of the shadow of deathp/l fear no. eviloM) $ and$ (I4.)
lis tar of hope 9 l1:''.ref erring:: :6 bLHatthew 2 <,10 (t$@hen ihey saw
,'the starp/they rejoiced exceedingly with gr©at/joyon) <> ■ ■
. The drganic' category of these two figures of speech
can be illustrated by many examples from Churchill6s speechesg
for he chose the human body in.particular to Symbolize the
.full impact of his thoughtso

Lodged within the structure of

the metaphors terms such as hand 9 throats: and eyes suddenly

Chxirehiils Ia:.;138o^:^^^';

:''

: ■10

' ■ ■
. ■
&11 examples of Biblical quotations are taken from
The Holy Bible,, re vised Standard Edition containing the Old
and the lew TestamentSp Jith edo (lew Yorks Thomas lelson and
Sons p 1953.) ;
'
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appear to help cottvey.a mental Image to the minds of M s
listeners*

Typleal of such mention is§

nIf the Government

has always to be looking over its shoulder to see whether
it is going to he’ stabbed in the back or noty it cannot
. .
■' '■''
:■ ' ; •’ "
■
' llj.
■
:
possibly keep its eye on the enemy*w
The numerous references
to hands and teeth tend to degenerate to the cliche level "as
he talks about the teeth of the storm or a hand across the
sea*'

He becomes more imaginative when he refers to more

obscure parts of the anatomyg as for instance n 0 > *together
with.great masses of infantry and artillery hurled themselves
j/ememy trbopb^ in vain upon the ever^narrowingg ever=eontracting
appendix with which the British and French armies foughts18
or

0 o oin munition production for one day without feeling

that this is 9 as it were 9 the ganglion nerve 5 the centre of
.
is
.
the whole of supply
Again 9 Churchill 9s figures of speech involve organic
imagery by stressing human suffering and death *

!flt /military

machiheT’ must be in continual motions grindihg up human lives
' . -X~ ;v:. ■
17 ■ • ■■
and trampling down the home s and rights of* * ame n ew .“However,

lli.
Chur chill 9 1 $ 10$*=
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Churchill9 I 9 191*
Churchill9 II9 I4.I0

17

■
''
Churchill9 I, h5lo

the German e m o t i o n swept like a sharp scythe around the
'

'

■

. '

;

18

right and rear of the, armies of the north0f!

Just as in

the first cited metaphors* Ghurchill is comparing strange
experiences and abstract ideas to parts of the human anatomy
with which his audiences wohld be 'familiar* thereby enabling
them to grasp a concept* so in the last two examples (one a
metaphor*, the other a simile)* he builds a picture of horror
by portraying the human suffering resulting from the contact
between the human body and a machine or tools.
In a speech to the members of the House of Commons
coneerhing full reparations from the British government to
the people of London for their loss of homes and possessions
in bombing raids* Churchill used the following metaphors .
«o o- obut why should we have the whole value of the buildings
of the country simultaneously and universally discounted and
.
.;/
■
: .■
; 19
discredited by the shadow of a sky vultureftt
Churchill 6s
reference to a vulture is an example of organic imagery per
taining to a living organism* -or an animate ob'jeota

fwo

other examples employing the use of bird iimgery areg
Wo o owhile overhead the far-ranging Catalina air-boats
■

20

soared— vigilant* protecting, eagles in the sky*r

18

/
Churchill* I* 188«■

19' '
'■ '
v
Churchill* 1* 2 # ^ .

20 :
■;
'Churchill* II* 660

and

n o o othe Dutch 9 the Greeks a the Croats and the Serbss above
'
r v : ^' ,
'•
. : . ..'
^
21
all the great French nation;s have been, stunned and pinionedo”
In these three illustrations of metaphor^. Churchill depicts
constant danger from bombing raidas protection from unsuspeeting
enemy attackss and agony and pain through his use of bird
imagery o

;

■.

Ghurchiir continues with organic imagery and animate
objects in his use of animal imagery =

In speaking to the

House of Commons the following simile appears g; l?Our armies a
which are growing continually in numbers$, equipmentg mobility
and trainings must be maintained all through the winter^ not
only along the beaches but in reserve^ as. the majority arej,
■
y -y;
V :t ■■.- k k V .gV;
:k,k;
22
like leopards crouching., to spring, at. the invader 8s throat 0s®
In an©idler simile voiced during a world-broadcast 5 the name
of the leopard changed to tigers ,WI do hot reproach the
Dutch, our valiant allies of bygone centuries 5 my heart goes
out to them in their peril and distress, dwelling as they do
'.
23
in the cage With the tigeron.\
Throughout his speeches,
Ghurchillis metaphors and similes contained many examples of
animal imagery §

11And now the old, lion with her lion cubs at

2 1 k :";' '■■■ ..k

■f,"-:k'";; '
Churchill, II,'oOo

22

-

Ghurchillp I, 271o

23

k
Churchill9 I, 157»

■
■
■
:
■
■
si}. 57
her side stands alone against hunters who are armed,,1®
!!i, .
qonsiderahle BTazi German army and air force is being built

'

up in RuBianiasv and its forward tentacles have already pene.

25

trated B u l g a r i a ^ , a n d "Each one hopes that if he feeds the
. ;
■
'
•■ 26 .
crocodile enough.» the crocodile will eat him last a"
Whether
'referring to. lionss leopards, tigers, crocodiles, or octopus,
dhurchlll brings ■strong mental images to the' minds, of his.
listeners as he compares these animals to irartime conditions
in which death and danger are everyday occurrences«,
The source material for Churchill8s inorganic category
of imagery for his metaphors end similes covers an interesting
and varied list of topics#

Examples of this inorganic cate

gory, or items that are inanimate^ arefound in Churchill8s
references to plant life#

In a metaphor describing the

.:

con

dition as well as the position of an army, Churchill turns to
a stock of grain,which holds its head high awaiting the sharp
blade of the harvesting machine f or his; wordsg "In December
those masses ^armg;7 were ripe for the sickle | 180,000 men
lay along the Worth 4ffican.'s h p r e t ; o

o" ; The mind of the „ ;

listener is horrified as he symbolizes

the heads of the men

2%

Churchill, I, 41j-9#
25

'
Churchill, I, 3^4-9o

26

Churchills I, 137°
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as golden heads of grain "which are soon to

b e .reaped in a harvest of death,0

Ghtarchili eontinues with the

idea of harvest time in a speech to the House of Commons in
his metaphor discussing meetings which had been heldt

wAt

these meetings 9 of which there have been twelve» each lasting
some two-and-half hourss the whole field was gone overs and
;

.

2 8 ■■

everything thrashed out»^

■ h' '

:

In contrast to the activity of a

harvest fieldg Churchill alludes to a greenhouse and plants
grown indoors in his simileg H:o o oand to go out to the
fronts by which I mean ^he streets and; wharves of London or.
Liverpoolo. o »is like going out of a hothouse on to the
V '
V'.
29
■
.
bridge of a fightirg ship@M
Againp Churchill8s two figures of speech depict
inorganic 'imagery by references to water«

Through his active

imaginary ability 9 Ohm?chi 11 changes an entire ocean to an
automotive situation in discussing shipping movementsg

"We

feel ourselves more confident day by day of our ability to
police the seas and oceans and to keep open and active the
■
: :
. ■' ■"
;
"
30 ■ : .
salt-water hlghfiays by which we liveo e ®
To Chur chilli an

-

listeners g."an ocean could instantaneously ^-become a well-traveled

28

' :
'
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Churehillg II 9 7°
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Churchill 9 I 9 389<
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'

;

.(v.:,

;

Churchillg I* 13f>«

highwayp or a busy city street over which hundreds of trucks
and ears travel each day 0

Agains Churchill likens-Britain® s .

whole future•to a body of water t

"For my own parts looking

out upon the ,fatureP:' I do not view the process with any mis
givings o
ito

I could not stop it if I wished| no one can stop

Like the Mississipplp it just keeps rolling along* Let
•.

31

it rolls*’

:

,

■

In this example of a simile s Churchill pictures ■

the future war years ahead for the island of Britain by
comparing them with a. fivers while in a speech e n t i t l e d 1
’’Liberation is Sure” he takes the'mind of M s
audience back to:the seas:

listening

**o o; 0,and establishing order and

freedom of movement amid the waves of anarchy and sea=murder»11
The category vof' inorganic imagery is expanded further
as Churchill refers to .the inanimateness of clothing in the
examples of g ” o & 6they Rattle-cruisers/ might have cut
■ ■ ■ '
v
\
' _ •33
the whole squadron of transports to ragsslf| ” » » ^our armies
are tearing and will tear your African Empire to shreds and
3k-

fatterSo**; and 9 wPeath and sorrow will be the companions of
■ '
35
■
.
journeys hardship our gamento 0 a'-V”, In the first example 9
7 ~ : :: ■3 1 ::::

^
. •
' . :
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Churchill^ Ig 172,
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Ghurehill relates to the members of the House of Commons the
tragic consequences awaiting the convoys passing between
America and Britain should German batfie cruisers escape the
watchful eye of the Royal Navy and sail out into the Atlantic;
in the second example 9 he tells the Italian people the fate
awaiting their Af hi can possessions; and: in the third example g.
he becomes somewhat philosophical as he predicts the future
of the English people®

In all three of these metaphors

Churchillis use of clothing to convey his imagerys whether
the comparisons refer to ragsP shreds and tattersg or a
garment.p presents a very clear picture of death and sorrow»
Attention is now directed to the second step in
analyzing the idea»conteht of Churchill's metaphors and similesp
that isp repetition of a word or a phrase 6

Howeverp before

examining those repeated words and phrases which display a
more creative effort on Churchill's part in the construction
of these two figures of speechp mention must be made of those
words reappearing- occasionally that are metaphors but are so .
often used they must rank as. eliehSs®

Examples of expressions

or ideas that appear somewhat trite were previously stated
in this chapter as ^teeth of the'stormM and 66hand across the
sea"; the term teeth appeared six times in phrases identical
or similar to the one above, and the word hand appeared ten
timeso

Other examples of cliches involving metaphors and

appearing less frequently contain words such as jaw ("the jaws

©f death” ) 9 e y e

("look danger1 in the eye>r) s arm ($*a comitry

extending an arm of aid or protection11)s and s t o m
o f fire1’) o

(Ra storm

,

.

For the purposes of this chapter» howevera considera
tion is given only to those repeated words and phrases that
suggest -more originality and creativitys and, as such, are
believed to be more representative of Ohurshill's eloquent
abilityo

The word dark and its derivatives appear eighteen

times| the word yoke appears fourteen times 5 the words grip
and flow appear seven times| the words servants, feed,.sword,
and fruits appear five times| the words butchered, waves,
malignancy, path, soul, slaughter, prostrate, plunge, trample
and heart appear three times, as well a# the phrases leap at
the throat and dark houPo

Those words appearing twice are

torn, tatters, chatterbox, struck, rate, roar, polluted,
crafty, light, jackal, strike, strangli, tool, shield, wreck,
bristlesy,drain, stream, arena, road, posioning, tiger, drama,
tide, stink, unsoared, covers, grapple, and glutted,

Included

in the category of two appearances are the phrases river of
blood, stabbed in the back, concert pitch, core and fibre,
trampling down, and ground beneath/under t h e .heelo

Regardless

of the many speaking situations which Ohurchill encountered
during the two-year period of 19 ^ 0 ^19 ^ 2 , this study reveals
that in the majority of speeches he always presented to his
listening audience a new and different approach in selecting
the words used in his metaphors, and 'similes»

/'f

f

\
•

\

^

:
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In summaryg Ghurehill drew upon both organic and

=

Inorganic imagery (those references haying characteristics
either.animate or inanimate In'nature) to eonyey an easily
recognizable message with simplicityof style®

Y ets

in

, ■

delicacy or in bitter invective he chose a combination of the
above-mentioned animate^inanimate

characteristics as source

material to impart the gentleness

or cruelty 9 thefaithful

ness or t r e a c h e r y a n d .the qualities. of life or deathinherent

in mankinde

There is broad spiritual vision in

respect

to religious implications evidenced in Ghurehill 9s continual
reference to. Biblical expressions| it is the universal appeal
of humanity in time of danger 9 'fears anxiety and death to
reach out for feassurance 9 faith 9 and the promise of life
hereafter*'.

f.

?

The exp 1 anation Of Churchill's repetition of partieulaf
.words or

phrases seems to lie in his ,,sensitivitytt to an .

a u d i e n c e T h e term "sensitivity^ -is applied to these
occasional repetitions for two reasonss

•^

(1 ) as a public

speaker and orator«,'Churchill was trained-to use .almos t sub
consciously the words and': phrases- that induced the greatest
empathic response in his listeners| thus he used a particular
word or phrase on similar.occasions or for a desired effect|
and (2 ) he was a man who had the ethos--ability to identify
himself with all types and classes of people— not only as a
public figure 9 but as a human being 'suffering the same hard
ships and deprivations as his fellow man*

'

..

In SBbstaneep '.then, .th,© last approach In analyzing
the Idea-eontent of OhiircMll8s metaphors and similes in this
chapter is answeredg
themeo

that isa the recurrence of a particular

fhrough the classification.of various types of

imagery^ and the repetition of a particular word or phrase,, it
is revealed that the four themes which appeared repeatedly
throughout all.Churchill® s metaphorieal expressions aret; body,
water, animal and Bible»

Proof in establishing the validity

of these four themes is based upon the-following percentages»
Out of a total of seven-hundred and eleven metaphors examined
in this study, reference to human body imagery occurs 1 2 o5 ^
of the time I ref erenee t o water imagery" oecurs 6 0)4.$ $ of the
time j reference to animal imagery!occurs 5 »75 $

of the time j

and, reference to Biblical imagery.occurs 2o8l$ of the timeo
Reference to the four themes seldom, if ever, occurred in the
eighty-four similes located in Churchill<s speeches, during
the years 19i^0 -19 if21 therefore, no attempt has been made to
figure a percentage of times any of these themes appeared in
Churchill® s similesc

The fact that Churchill reveals an

extensive vocabulary and command of the English language is
fully realized when it is considered that out of a total of
seven-hundred and.eleven metaphors the greatest repetition of
any the me --b ody =■~w a s only

with the remaining three

themes being repeated less than ten percent of the time»
Thus, the Idea-content of these, two figures of speech—
the metaphor and the simile— brings a message to the inner

v

,

/

6< :

consclousness of the listener or reader quickly 5 effortlessly,
and dynamicallyo

Through his use of vivid imagery and his

extensive vocabulary Churchill reveals the idea-content of
his words to his audience, and makes his listeners feel a
part of, rather than apart from, the ideas he is trying to
convey o

. •

G H & railX?
SXHUGTUBAL PAXXBRMHG OF METAPHOR AND SIMILE
#XTSim'TEmvSFmEGH

'

; ^

la Cja,a.pter III of this the sis it is acknowledged that
Winston; Churchill possesses a keen insight and understanding
into the nature of hn#an beings and the forces that motivated
them in their lives 0

Certainlys a keen awareness of the

interests and backgrounds of an audience is vitally important
in .analyzing a speaking. situations and without thi.s. perceptiveness a speaker will find it extremely difficult to achieve
the desired objective -of his speeche

Therefore^ the purpose ,\

of this chapter is- dedicated'to-■ investigating the structural
patterning of Churchill ”S metaphors and similes as they

■p : -

appeah'in his speeehes in- order tb reveal further insight .
into ^speaking sltuati ons. that -confronted Churchill during •
the:war years 19li0 ^19 l^o

’^

■ • 'The approach used in examining thisstrueturai patterning of Churchill3s metaphors and /similes is threefolds

f irs t a

the actual number of metaphors and similes used on any one
particular occasion as compared with another occasions second®
the positioning of the metaphor and simile within the body of
the speech! and third® the evidence® if any® of correlating
the words of his metaphors and similes to the members of the
audienceo

. ' ■

:

. For the. purpose of clarity and unity all speeches

.

referred to here ere placed In the five arbitral categories
as set up In Chapter IIsh

(1) world broadcasts r, (2) broadcasts

to the peoples of a particular countryj, (3 ) banquet speeches^
(ij.). public appearancess and (5) speeches made in the House
of Commons,

:;b;Vrir >

a .::;

"

Z.vZ vV' ':

■ The ::fIrsh::step :ln examining the structural patterning
Of Chur chi 11 fs metaphors and similes considers* the actual
number of these two figures of speech ai they appear in the
five categories described above»

Churchill 8s use of the

.simile, with one exception, follows no structural patterning
whatsoever in comparing one category of speeches with an other y
this exceptidn is found in his world broadcasts where four
out of eigjpt speeches contain at least one simile,.

Each ,of . ';

these' four'Similes is 'located in the ■peroration of fits

:. ,■

respective.'' speeehy thus,s the conclusion is drawn that Churchilldefinitely planned to include similes in the construction of
his world broadcasts e

;

In the remaining categories of speeches, however,
general inconsistency in the use of the simile for a particular
occasion prevailse .On one occasion in making comments before.
the House;Of Commons three simile s ...are used|.yet in ..another ..
speech c ontaihihg twenty me taphors

made bef ore.the same body -

of'Parliaments not one simile appears» Out of a total of thirty
nine Speeches made before the House of Commons, only seven
contain similes«

In the two categories of radio broadcasts

.

to peoples of other countries and banquets, one simile is
used, and out of twelve speeches appearing in the category
of public appearances, only one simile appears*
This evidence regarding the use of simile, viewed
in another light, takes on a different perspective*

In

vestigation of Churchill’s use of metaphors and similes
discloses that his employment of metaphor far exceeds his
use of simile*

In all speeches examined for examples of

these two figures of speech, as discussed in Chapter III,
seven-hundred and eleven metaphors were located as compared
with eighty-four similes*

Based on this evidence, therefore,

it can be assumed that Churchill’s primary interest and con
centrated effort lay in the art of metaphorical expression*
Consideration is given next to the structural pattern
ing of metaphors as they appear in Churchill’s speeches.

The

actual number of metaphors found in these speeches reveal the
following facts about each of the five categories:
world broadcasts--elght speeches
9 metaphors - one speech

10-19 metaphors - three speeches
20-31 metaphors - four speeches
broadcasts to peoples of a particular country— seven
speeches
3 metaphors - one speech
ij.- 9 metaphors - four speeches
10-18 metaphors - two speeches
banquets— eight, speeches
5-10

metaphors - eight speeches

public appearances--eleven speeches
2- 9 metaphors - nine speeches
10-20 metaphors - two speeches
House of Commons— thirty-nine speeches
1
2- 9
10-20
32

metaphor - four speeches
metaphors - twenty speeches
metaphors - fourteen speeches
metaphors - one speech

The most consistent structural patterning of a certain number
of metaphors per speech is found in Churchill's speaking
appearances before various banquet groups and in his world
broadcasts, wherein at least five metaphors appear in every
speech.

In his radio broadcasts to people of a particular

country, at least three metaphors appear in every speech,
and in his public-appearance speeches at least two to nine
metaphors occur in every speech.

In those speeches delivered

before the House of Commons, Churchill reveals the least
amount of structural patterning of his metaphors, with the
actual number ranging from at least one metaphor in four
different speeches to thirty-two metaphors in a single speech.
On May 7, 1941> Churchill delivered the speech con
taining thirty-two metaphors before the House of Commons.

He

obviously considered the occasion of this speech tremendously
important.

The contents of the speech can best be described

by comparing it to the State of the Union speech delivered
by the President of the United States every year to the people
of his country.

Churchill delivered this speech at a time

when extremely heavy bombing attacks were being made on London.

Hitler had made the threat that he mould drop"one hundred
bombs on England for every single bomb dropped on G-ermany
until the British nation got rid of Winston Ghurehillo
Churchill could hot have chosen a more auspicious occasion
or title for his speech to reply to Hitler*s threat— ^^#e Shall
' :
" i ':
,
, - /
\
Come "Through a18 ,
Prom the actual number of metaphors employed by
Churchill in at least four out of the five categories of his
speeches 9 evidence reveals that he did follow a structural
pattern in his use of the metaphor| thus,, the conclusion is
drawn that Churchill considers the use of metaphorical express^
ions a vital tool in the construction of all his speechese
The actual location^ or positioning^ of Churchill8s
metaphors within the bO(%r of the speeches themselves can now
be consideredo

The world broadcasts present the only category

of speeches that clearly show evidence that there is a definite
structural pattern in the positioning of metaphorss because
they are found in the exordium^ in the bodys and in the per
oration of all these world broadcast speechoso

Similar to

world-broadcas t s t h e radio broadcasts to the people of-Great
Britain^ America^ Italy^ Prances and Canada also indicate to
some extent a systematic patterning,of metaphorical expressions
metaphors are found in the peroration and in the body of all ,

1

..

Churchill^ Ig 4-0O q,

these speeches y but in the exordiums of these radio 'broadcasts
only three out of a total of seven speeches contain metaphorse
In the remaining categories of banquet H , public appear
ance s.9 and House of Gommons addresses 9 there is no evidence
whatever of any structural patterning by Churchill in the
positioning,Of metaphors throughout his speeches 0

:

I n 'facts

the majority of the metaphors appear in the body of all speeches
and the number of metaphors discovered at the ending of each
speech varies from three to -zero*

As am additional point of

inconsistency in placement^ on one Occasion Ghurchill employed ,
five Bietaphors in the exordium of a speech before the House
of Commons^ howeverg the occasion of this particular speech
found Ghurchlll speaking about the death of Mr® Hevllle
Chamberlain^

and he undoubtedly felt that the use of several

metaphorical expressions would not only be appropriate in
this eulogistic oration$, but would more) effectively convey
the feelings of himself and his countrymen^

In the remainder

of his speeches before the House of Commonss the exordiums
seldom had more than one metaphors if any at all* and never
more than ,twoo;

■,

: :

.v

There appears no pattern whatever in the positioning ;
of similes in any of the five categories of Churchill«s speeches
There are no similes appearing in the exordiums or perorations

2

I;'''. ,-.V :
Churchillg I,.

2 9 9 °

, '■

:

■

:
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of any speeches that would indicate a format of construetionj
thus it is apparent that no attempt was made hy Ghurchill
to locate his similes strategically in any particular positions
.and? evidently» little ■attention was'given to the use of
similes as an implement o f .rhetorical pepsuasion 0

',

•

The next approach in analyzing the structural pattern^,
ing of metaphor and simile in Ghurchill8s speeches must be

•'

to consider any evidence which indicates an attempt to relate
the wording of his metaphors and similes to th© members of
his listening'audience 0 .Three representative examples from
each of :the five categories’of speeches will ■
'
’be- set forth as-',
illustrations o

'

'1 : .

.

■ :

The first category of speeches considered is that of
world broadcastse

Ghurchill realized that* in order to

champion England8s fight in the world cause for freedom* he
had to convey as many of the universal qualities of human
/nature as possible in order to persuade and sway :the minds ;of ;■v:.:
; the people in any land receiving a world broadcasto

To do

this * he appealed to the emotion* logic* and pride (loyalty
and patriotism) of all free men* as evidenced in an example
taken from a speech entitled "A Sterner War* delivered on
.march 30 g l9 # g

'

:> :

;

'

;:

, ::

■
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::All over; B W o g e 5,:.races, and ,atatea whQse /omltmre % ;,
add hlstoiy made them a part of the general life of
- Christendom in eentyries when the Prussians were no
better than a barbarous tribey and the German Empire
no more than an agglomeration of pumpernickel
princlpalitiesp are now prostrate under the darkff
eruel yoke of Hi tier and M s Nazi gang o
3

.:

,

Another example ean be f ound in a speech entitled 85The Meeting
with- President EooseveltS!,i delivered on August 3 ^ , 119#.l &
:
Since the Mongol invasions of Europe in the
if
. .sixteenth centurys there: has ne ver been 'methodical^;'; •;
merciless butchery 'bn such a s c a l e o r approaching
; •r
' ■ , such a Scale o 'And this is but the beginning 0
' V:.
: ■
Famine and pestilence have yet to follow in the
bloody ruts of Hitler 8s t a n k S o
Ij.
■
'
if:
1■ :
in still another example taken from the category Of world
broadcasts Churchill appealed to hope and continued faiths

. The day will come. When .the.'joybells will ring
again throughout Europe ^ and when victorious
nationsg masters not only of their foes9 but. of
themselvesg will planand build in justiee2 in
:y
traditions and -in freedomg :a 'houseof many mansions
/.Where there, will be room for alio
$
■■'.ft'. ; ,
,

'

Ih the category; of radio -broadeaststo the peoples of.'

individual nafiohsg Churchill identifies himself with the
people of those respective countries by mentioning some par
ticular aspect or'attribute of each countryo

In a broadcast

to the people of Britain he .chooses his words' carefullyg

Churchillp I,
;

Churchills II9 39-66o

3 '
Chur chilly ls 133-138o
■

/;

: '

'' -

.

;

•

V

7 3

Little does he ^ I t l e T ^ know the spirit of
the British nation or t3ae totigh f ibre of the
. Londonersj, whose forebearers played -a leading
part in the establishment of Parliamentary
institutions and who have been bred to value
freedom far above their lives,0
6.
In a broadcast to the people of America he saidt
"Indeed I will make so bold .as to say that here at leasts,
my mother's birth city of RochesterS 1 hold the latchkey
.

'

■■■:..

American h e a r t s I

in
to

■■

andj, to the people of France he said:

"By all kinds of sly and savage means 9 he ^fitler/ is plotting
and working to quench forever, the 'fountain of characteristics
of French culture and of French inspiration to the world a"
In the category of banquet speeches Churchill appears
to build the subject matter of his metaphors around the people
in his audience and their positions 9 or around a group and

its responsibilitiesp

For examplep in a speech delivered at

a luncheon given in honor of a new United States Ambassador

he saidg

0 panyone can see how bitter is the need of Hitler

and his gang to cut the sea roads between Great Britain and
the United States9 andy having divided these mighty powers$, to
■" .
'
" '9' “■
: : ■ ■ :. . • ■
, .
destroy•them, one by one »!1 . In, a speech at a luncheon honoring

■f
;
:

,

Churchill9 I9 2 5 4 =211.6o
7
:■
.
, .
Churchill c, I s l|ij.7"411-9«
8

■

'' '

•'
1

■'
.I-,' ■
Churchill, I, 28lv283o ■

a
'
;■.■
,■■■- ;
• Churchill, I, 366 ^3 6 8 *

" 1'

-

the officers and men of the cruisers Exeter and Ajax^ he said#
"But it is not only- in those few glittering, deadly hours of
actioni which rivet all ey©Ss ittat the strain falls upon the
■ 10

lavyo" |

.'.v ■

:

'

■

:

'

-1

.. .

and, in a .speech at a. luncheon given in honor of the

Prime Minister of Canada, he declared^ "Canada is the" linchpin
of the English-speaking worldo ''Canada, with those relations of
friendly, affectionate intimacy with the.United States on one

11
hand and with her unswerving fidelity to the British,, » o Vw
41though Churchill makes continual use of the per
sonal pronoun we in numerous metaphors, he appears to use
it most extensively in these figures of speech when delivering
speeches placed in the public appearances categorya- Perhaps
this was his way of alluding to himself without appearing
egotistical by the use. of the personal pronoun I, but it
would rather appear from the. following examples that he
attempted to establish a common ground with the members of

•.

his audience in an effort to appear one of them, not apart
from them*

After closer observation of the illustrations

set forth, the ultimate purpose Churchill wished to achieve
in the construction o f .these metaphors appears to be that of
morale building0
A speech delivered to a Conference of Dominion High
Commissioners and Allied Countries8 Ministers illustrates this
points

"We cannot yet see how deliverance will come, or.when

10

Churchill, I, llj.6-lljr7

11

" /

Churchill, II,

6 9

o

:

■■

■

it will oome

; . '■ .. ■

.,>

:'
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but 'noiiiing is more certain than that every

trace of Hitler is foots tep;s s .e,very:stain of his inf © eted and.
corroding fingers will be sponged and purged ands if need bep
;■ ■ ■,
"'
■
12
blasted from the surface of the earthe1’
Another example is
taken from a speech:delivered to the people of Glasgows

«o o Qare we to be put back into the Middle Ages by a
totalitarian system that crushes all forms of individual life
and has for its aim little less than the subjugation of

'Europe and little more than the gratification of gangster
appetites?11’^

ands an additional example is taken from a

speech tp the boys at Harrow School^ In which he said?; “We
stood all alone a year ag.o9 and to many countries it seemed
that our account was closed* we were finished^

All this

tradition of ours* our songs* our school history* this part
of the history of this country* were gone and finished and
"V , V
4
'
'
.. ,
.
.
liquidated#t}
;
'; .
■ ,' 1
In the category -of speeches delivered before the
House of Commons* as well as in his written and oral replies

directed to various members of that group* Churchill reveals
to his listener or reader a new personality trait in his use
of metaphor that is. not evident In any other category of his

:ii::
v
•• Churchill*'I* I{i{.56
13
Churchill* I* 330-331#
lij.

Churchill* II* 9 5e

speeches:*. This different aspect can "best be summed up in
the phrase "vindictive name =cailing <,n the art of which he
demonstrates most proficiently by relating the subject matter
of M s metaphors directly to the members of his audience 0
While all the examples of metaphor taken from speeches given
during a debates as well as those taken from his written and
oral answers p give adequate evidence that Chur chill did attempt
to relate the subject matter of his metaphors to his audience $
only the caustic phrases are set f orth here as illushrationsp
as it is be lie ved they are the most representative examples
of audience adaptation for this particular category of
speeches®^

"

:

; Apparentlys Churchill used these vihdictive expressions
as a means of spurring opposing party members or groups into
act!ons: or of shaming them for haying erected obstacles that
evidently impeded efficient functional procedures of the
House of Commons 0

Some illustrations found in his speeches

during debates which reveal this more acrimonious manner of
speech are 8 ” 0 0 othat the brass hats and Colonel Blimps
and a of course 9 the much abused Ifar Off ice p are insisting on
building up a portentous^ distended and bloated mass of
soldiers» 6 ■0 o** 1 ' ^How that I have shown the hona /sic7
Members the camel they have already swallowedv .1 hope they

15
Churchillg IIs 88 »

'

will address themselves with renewed sense of proportion to
this somewhat inconsiderable gnatof$l

and9 nI have thoughts

never theles8 y for some time that the .Army and the Air. Forced the
Eavy not so much— have a great heed to comb their tails in,
^
''
■ ;'v:v
'V: ^
17
'
■
:
VI'': .
order to magnify their teetho^
.

There is littles if any9 deviation from the caustic

approach witnessed in Churchill8s debate speeches to his
oral and written replies to. yaridhs qmestions directed to
him by members, of the House of Gommonss

"The labours of the -

ilouse are not me asure d- by the length of our sittings any

- v ..

more than'are the contributions of Members.measured by the
18.. -'v.
•
mumber of :
Hbiise is not gping
■to shelter behind party leaders» surely9 the right hoh» /eic%

.
;

Member will hot try to get behind •such a poor little Ill-filled •
sandbag as thatow »

andg !8His Majesty^s Government have no

desire to make crimes out of silly vapourings which are best
dealt with'on the spur of the moment by verbal responses from '

' i s . ;v,
:;
■ Chur chi llv, I s -355°-'
Churchill $, I s
;
.-■■ ■./:
v '
,■i;'h.;
Parliamentary Debates^ Souse of Commons Official
{Londong His Majesty 8s•.Stationery O f f i c e 19 i4-l)» 37h^
18

i?

'

Parliamentary Debatesg House of Commons Official
(London? Els Ma jesty Ss Stationery Off ice^'194%)» 3bJs 398e

■ 2Q
the more robust members of the eompany0n
In these three
..

examples of metaphorical expressions, taken fropi Ghurchillis
written and oral replies^ he firmly reminds M s

fellow House

members that mere number of speeehes falls to enhance the
quality of work of tbat branch of Parliament s that once a
proposition is proposed by a member of the House he should
support his own convictions rather than pass the responsibility
to a Party leader 9 and finally 9 that gossip should be kept
in its proper perspective and not turned into a major issue®
In summaryP Ohurchillis use of metaphor provides the
strongest proof of structural patterning in his speechess -and
reveals, the fact that he was concerned with his speaking
situations o

Proof

•

of this statement !is borne out not only

by the actual number of metaphors' appearing in the five
different categories of his speeches# but in the positioning
of them within the body of the Speech itself# as well as In
the Intentional relating of his' metaphors to the members of
his Various listening audienceso

Since the actual number of

similes employed by Ohurchill in his speeches was so smalla
only eighty“four# his use of this particular figure of speech
contributed little to the search for.a structural pattern in
his speeches 'during the war years 1 9 l|-0 “1 9 4 2 ®

•,

On Page Ten of the Introductory Ghapter of this thesis#
attention was called to the necessity of determining 68the how #85

Parliamentary Debates a House of Gommons Official
Report CLohdohi'Sis’:Itojesl^^ s Stationery Office# 1941) @ 3^9s
7 2 2 © .- „ - :
■
/
■ .
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Mthe whatyn. and "the why" that motivated Churchill in his use
of metaphors and similes© . In Chapter III the idea^content of
Ghurohill^s metaphors and similes=“imager*y,, repetition of a
word or phrasea and recurrent themes«==was established®

In

this present chapter the structural patterning of Churchill8s
metaphors completes the investigation of Mthe howa18 "the what s n
and "the why®"
The answer to the question "how" lies not so much in
the actual number of metaphors and similes in his speeches$,
but rather in their actual location throughout each entire
spe e ch s ahd up on the occasion for which the speech was
delivered©

World broadcastsP. and radio ’broadcasts directed

to various peoples of other countriess such as France, Italy
■ and America a seem to contain the:g rest e st number‘Of metaphors @
numerically distributed in the exordium, the body and the
peroration of his speeches ©
fhe "what" of ■Churchill6s use of these two figures of
speech lies in the choice of words with which he constructs
his metaphors and similes»

The universal appeals found in

his selection of.imageryp whether tactfully or forcefully
employed, reveal to the imagination of his audiences a unity
of meaning that is seldom found in any one speaker 8s choice
:of words®
As to the "why" of his use of these two figures of

'

speech, the■answer lies in Churchill6s sensitivity to his
audience ©

To him an audience must have appeared more than just

. ; :- 1- : /

^

'

- .

"-. : "'. ;' V:- . '■/,.'

:
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a mmltitti'de ■
'of ';blanlc. f aoes t, more than just tools or Implements
wi t h .ihleh to 'obtain personal glorification In the eyes- of,

’

the woride' Presumablyg as he experienced their daily
suffering and tried to foresee■the dangers of the forthcoming
monthsg he felt that he must find a common ground upon which
to meet themo

This need to communicate to all peopleP not

only to the English but to' people the world over, apparently
was manifested hy the use of metaphor and simile 0

OHAMB ¥

■ COlGLmiOlS
The purpose of this study is to investigate and
evaluate Winston Ghurchillis use of metaphor and simile in
the wartime speeehes given by this great English orator
during the years 19I4-O-191^2 =>

In order to do thisp it was

first necessary to make clear what is meant by the terms“^simile
and metaphor e,
Definitions of the terms metaphor and simile were
examined for the purpose of establishing a workable criteria
by which to evaluate Churchill 6s use of these terms»
sources were usedg

Three

classical literary authors s interprets^

tion texts p and public address texts<> All of the authors
investigated in these three sources were in agreement that
both metaphor and simile provide aids that create' an intense
and vivid quality and thus adds much to. the art of oral com=
municabiono

The views expressed by these authors agree that

the use of metaphor and. simile provides a method whereby the
speaker $ or the writer 5 .can compare one object, emoti on, or
situation with anothers, either implietly or explicitly»
Once the terms simile and metaphor were defined and
limited, a workable criteria was established in order to
evaluate Churchill 1s use of these two f igures of speecho
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He=-examination of tiie definitions set forth, in Chapter I
regarding these two figures of speech i/as made in order to
incorporate them into a unified .whole, from which to draw
pertinent information for the criteria*

Such re-examination

resulted in the conclusion that a metaphor is a composite of
three separate criterion-=— vividness^ implied comparative
substitutions and sensory stimulation^ and simile is a
metaphor in which the comparison is stated explicitly by the
use of a comparative termp either like or as e
Churchill did not follow any random or haphazard
method in the construction of these two figures of speech$

.

rathers he conformed almost entirely to the established
criteria for evaluation©

His similes contain explicit. com=»

parlsonsg and his metaphors not only, arouse the senses with
his vivid expressions 2 but his implied comparative substitutions stimulate the imagination to an immediate response®
Once the criteria had been established^ it was
necessary to examine the idea-content of Churchill8s metaphors
and similes»

This involved three steps z

f irst». a search

for and classification of imagery£, seconds repetition of a
word or phrase, and third, a search for recurrent themes»
To understand fully the depth of Churchill*s thoughts
as evidenced in his choice of imagery, one must remember that
upon hearing a Churehillian.metaphor,

«• »all the words

operate together in a given selection to yield a totality of
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meahirigo * 0what they as parts of a whole symbolize and what
'

■

1

they suggest may he called the conceptual pluSe88

This quo

tation is set forth In a statement by Bro 4.1ethea Smith
Mattingly in the recent ly published texts Interpre tat long
'Writera Headerg Audiencej

ahd can be easily applied as a

key to true understanding and appreciation of Churchillis use
of imageryo

The conceptual plus implies that there is a

meaning in words and phrases that goes beyond the literal
denotative .definitions set f orth in dictionaries <* If the
reader or listener does hot look for the suggested or con**
notative meaning of wordss then he will never fully recognize^
or fully symbolizep in his mind the thoughts conveyed to
him by a speakero

•

Such is the prevailing condition in which

the hearer or reader of Churchill8s metaphor and simile finds
himself placed 0
Investigation of Churchill11s use of imagery reveals
a great range of connotative meaning embracing such a
diversification of references as homes bodyP deaths Biblep
palBp warp waterp material9 plants 9 InsectSp wormSp birdsp
animalss foodsp plays9,concerts9. servantsp fruits, masters,
household articles^ and financial accounts«> To comprehend and
to symbolize all of Churchill*s rich and varied imagery ’with
out taking into consideration the fact that all the words of

i
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Crimes and Mattingly, p e ol»

each separate metaphorical expression operated together to
yield a totality of .meaning is to destroy the very- existence
of his colorful choice of words o ''

'

'

In addition to-the classification of imagery and .
the probe for repetition of words or phrases, the search
for recurrent themes reveals that Ghurchill used four of
the above-mentioned topics of Imagery far more than any
otherl thus.s the recurrent themes of body$, water, animal
and Bible were establishedo

put of a total of s.even=hundred

and eleven metaphors and eighty“four similes examined in
this study, percentages of these respective totals disclose
the fact that Ohurchill is only occasionally prone to repeat
a word or phrase in his construction of these two figures
of speecho

In round numbers, reference to body imagery -occurs

only twelve percent of the time, with reference to animal
and water imagery occurring less than seven and six percent
of the time, respectively*

Bible imagery^^less than three

peroeut-^ranks the lowest in percentage figures of the four
recurrent themes 0
It is realized that Ghurchill not only made use of
an extensive range of imagery in his metaphors and similes,
but he also possesses a great command of the English language,
which enables him to present the nidea=>eontent,? of these two
figures of speech in a continually-fresh and interesting
mannero
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The study in Chapter IV of the structural patterning

of Churchillra metaphors, m.d ,similes within his speeches is
threefolds

.(1 ) the number of metaphors and similes usedP

(■2 ) the position; in' which they are found within the body of
the speechp and (3 ) the evidence, of audience adaptation^
The result of the investigation' of Chapter IV revealed
a definite intention of incorporating metaphors in all his
speechesg for evidence disclosed from one to ten metaphors in
all M s

speeches during the two-year period 19i|-0“19ij^o

The

most consistent use of metaphor and simile appeared when he
addressed banquet groupsP and in this category of speeches.at
least five to ten metaphors were'located in each speeeho

In

his world broadcasts and radio broadcasts to people of a given
country, such as France or America, the largest number of
metaphors consistently appeareds while in his Parliamentary
debates little evidence was discovered to indicate that he
:followed any plan to place a definite number of metaphorical
expressions in each speech 0
i,s to the actual positioning of these two figures of
speech within the body of a given speech delivered before a
particular audience,. %little if any evidence was revealed that
indicates any concern on Ghurchill8s 'part for such a systematic
patterning or arrangement of his metaphors and similes, par=*
ticularly in regard to the exordium and perorations of his
speeches!

There is, however, concrete evidence of audience

adaptation by Churchill in the selection of his choice of words

when speaking 'before a particular group®

If the occasion

were an address to civil defense workerss armed forces per
sonnel,, the boys at Harrow: Schools or a radio message to the
people of a given countrys Churchill appeals strongly to
l o g i c p r i d e s patriotism^ and emotiono

In facts he appears

to direct his appeals to those universal qualities^ such as
deathj, pain 9 and hungers that are most prevalent in people
of all nationso

;

The above evidence leads to the conclusion that with
the exception of the actual ^placing*1 of his metaphors and
similes within the speech itself ? that is 9 exordium, body,
and peroration, Churchill follows a fairly consistent
structural patterning of metaphor more than simile within his .
speeches during the years 19ljj0-19%2«,'

The actual $?number 11 of

these two figures of speech appearing in all his speeches as
well as evidence of audience adaptation shows definite
structural patterning, particularly when he was delivering
his world broadcasts, and his radio broadcasts to the people
of a designated countryo

Thus, it can be concluded that

Churchill was actually concerned with the audience and the
occasion of his speeches, not only in the choice of words
chosen to convey his metaphprieal expressions but in the actual
number of metaphors appearing within a given speecku
Seldom has history produced a speaker of such wide
and varied experiences and interests as Winston Churchillc
Further study into this manrs background and early formative
years should provide .an extremely interesting study if the

recurrent themes established in Chapter III of this thesis
are correlated with any particular phase of his early years<v. ,
&lsog another interesting area for further expansion of

, ;

Churchillrs choice of words and oral, expressions may be found
in tracing the many allusions appearing throughout'his speeches
to their points of origino

/

There is good reason that people nerer weary of
hearing Churchill8s speeeheso

The vast but simple insight

displayed, by this man in a perceptive knowledge of life and
its many~facted joys and sorrows will never cease to surprise
and perplex his followers„

From all Indications g Churchill

earnestly felt the genuineness of the message he em y eyed.
during his speeches ands while subordinated to the-logic and
factual heart of the messages^ his magnificierit descriptive
powers reached, an apex in his metaphorical terseness^ '
.Ben- Jonson8s e.ssays entitled !!Timber? or Discoveries
Made upon Men and Mat ter g^ proclaims the;.power and effect
of the spoken language as he discusses the terms speech land
words# :

'

-:"

Language most; shows- a man s' Speaks that I may
see theeo It springs out of the most retired'and
.;:r..inmost parts o f 'us V' and is the image of the parent ’
v
of .it9 the niindo No glass renders a
form or
, likeness so true as his speeeh0;' Says it .is likened '
to a- man| and. so we consider feature and composition'

'
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in a man* so words in language; in the greatnesss
aptness 9 sound stimettire^ and harmony of it 0
2
Perhaps it is these words of Jonson.that best summarize the
language and choice of words utilized bj Churchill as he

identified himself with the people of England during the
war years l^lj-O-194-2.0

.■ /

. 2

.; ;
'
Ben Jons on 9 !!Timber 2 or Discoveries Made Upon Men
arid M a t t e r y Seventeenth-Century Prose and Poe try (Hew. Yorkt
Hare our t s Brace and Company a 1957 ) s PP ol34-'=135 *
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